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Abstract 

Large scale networks face daily thousands of network attacks. No matter the 
strength of the existing security defending mechanisms, these networks remain 
vulnerable, as new tools and techniques are being constantly developed by 
hackers. A new promising technology that lures the attackers in order to monitor 
their malicious activities and divulge their intentions is emerging with Virtual 
Honeypots. In the present thesis, we examine an extensive security mechanism 
based on three different open source low interaction honeypots. We implement 
this mechanism at our university campus network in an attempt to identify the 
potential threats and methods used against our network. The data gathered by 
our honeypots reveal valuable information regarding the types of attacks, the 
vulnerable network services within the network and the malicious activities 
launched by attackers.  
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1. Introduction 
 

The increasing popularity of the Internet and the services it provides us with, has 

brought forth the need for Internet security. This need is ever evolving and 

becomes critical for the safety of our electronic world. The notion of connecting 

the world via a common infrastructure has brought along the rise of a 

community targeting through malicious activities the computer systems that 

compose this infrastructure threatening the safety of our Internet 

communications and transactions [1]. It is the notorious “black hat” community. 

A variety of security tools has been developed aiming to protect computer 

systems and users from attackers. Attackers who evolve fast and come up with 

new tools and strategies to take systems under their control. Still, the best way to 

protect from enemies is to know as much as possible about them and keep up to 

date with all the innovative methods they may introduce. The idea of attracting 

the enemies into the system, making them get involved with it and reveal 

information about themselves without causing any harm to the actual systems 

soon emerged and the term virtual honeypot became a reality [2].   

 

1.1. Motivation 

 

During approximately the last ten years, a variety of network security tools and 

devices have been developed in an attempt to mitigate the threats that 

organizations face through network attacks. Such tools include firewalls which 

prevent attackers from reaching the network resources, Intrusion Detection 

Systems (IDS) with the ability of identifying threats and reacting accordingly and 

other. However, these devices constitute quite passive tools which lack the 

ability of detecting new types of network attacks or collecting more information 

about the attacker’s methods. 

Honeypots come to change that, reversing the rules of the game for hackers and 

network security specialists. Whereas up till now all efforts were put into 

rendering the computer systems as secure as possible, the concept of honeypots 

brings forth a new network security philosophy of deliberately leaving security 

holes and welcoming the enemy to attack [3]. Every packet directed to 

honeypots is suspicious since these systems serve no real purpose and are not 

part of any production network [4]. 

In the field of network security appliances, honeypots constitute a unique tool.  

Apart from their unique feature of luring the attacker to actually interact with 

the system, they should not be seen as a security solution to a certain problem 
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but rather as a flexible tool which can be used in multiple different ways. Being a 

relatively new technology, honeypots are going to become one of the most 

important weapons in the arsenal of network security experts.   

 

1.2. Problem Description 

 

Today’s organizations rely more and more on their computer networks 

infrastructure for their seamless operation and growth. This dependency has 

brought in the foreground the need for a more secure and inevitably more 

complicated network environment in which organizations can grow and prosper. 

Conventional network security tools, having a mainly passive role, do not seem 

to provide the level of security required by the complicacy of current computer 

networks and the modern era. Virtual honeypots come to cover this gap and 

contribute to a higher level of network security with their role of actively 

engaging attackers into the system.   

The scope of this study has been to examine the virtual honeypots as the unique 

and latest technology network security tools that they are and deploy them in a 

real organizational private network like that of a university campus, closely 

observing their behavior and analyzing the resulting traffic. The main research 

questions formed guiding us throughout our study have been: How do virtual 

honeypots manage to lure the attackers? Which network services are the 

most vulnerable within a university campus network and how do attackers 

interact with them?    

 

1.3. Goals 

 

Being actually traps for the attackers, virtual honeypots constitute computer 

resources which appear to belong to a real organizational network but in effect 

they are rogue systems having nothing to do with production traffic. The main 

goal of our study has been to closely monitor these resources and by deploying 

them in the university network analyze the traffic captured and draw useful 

conclusions for both the attackers’ behavior and the security weaknesses of an 

organizational network like the above.  

A series of sub goals were recognized throughout our study.  Getting to know 

how virtual honeypots work, gathering as much information as possible about 

the attackers including their origin, intentions, tools used, etc., acquiring first-

hand information about the different kinds of attacks and threats that the 

university network is currently facing, learning which are the vulnerabilities 

used by attackers regarding network services and ports and how they use them 
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to break into systems are all fractional goals that form part of our greater main 

goal. 

 

1.4. Restrictions 

 

Despite the fact that honeypots have been around for some time, material 

regarding them is not that extensive and a lot remains to be done concerning 

both scientific research and development of new tools. For our study, time and 

financial limitations dictated the use of free open-source low-interaction 

honeypots among which the three most suitable for our experiment were 

selected. Due to time limitations, the period of our implementation has not been 

as long as we would desire, nevertheless leading to results as accurate as 

possible regarding the time limits of our study.  

 

1.5. Thesis Structure 

 

The rest of the Thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives an insight and the 

necessary theoretical background regarding honeypots and their role in network 

security. Societal aspects of honeypots are discussed with emphasis on legal and 

ethical issues regarding their use. Furthermore, the three low-interaction 

honeypot software tools used are described and an analysis of their features is 

given. Chapter 3 presents the Methodology followed throughout our study 

answering how the data collection was conducted and why as well as the reasons 

why the specific honeypot tools used were selected among the other. Moreover, 

how the data were analyzed and which tools were used for this purpose is 

described and the evaluation criteria on which the analysis of our results was 

based are presented. In Chapter 4 we introduce the specific honeypot 

architecture implemented for our experiment along with details having to do 

with the network topology and the systems used, installation and 

implementation details, etc. Chapter 5 is dedicated to the analysis of the results 

gathered from our honeypot tools including numerous useful statistics, analysis 

of exploited vulnerabilities and attackers’ activities, examples of attacks and 

other. Chapter 6 concludes the report.    
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2. Theory 

 

This chapter gives an overview of the theoretical background on which our study 

was based. The idea behind the implementation of honeypots is described along 

with a range of aspects regarding their functionality and use. Emphasis is given 

on the honeypot software tools we used in our experiment. Their characteristics 

and operating features are presented in detail. 

 

2.1. Honeypots & Network Security 

2.1.1. What is a Honeypot? 

 

The existence of several different definitions of what a honeypot is, has 

generated great confusion in computer security community over the last few 

years. Every individual or group within the network security community seems 

to define honeypots in a different manner. Some define honeypots as deception 

tools, while others define them as means to lure the attacker. Other definitions of 

honeypots like intrusion detection tools, controlled systems that the hacker 

breaks into or “jails” seem to make the definition of honeypot even more obscure 

[3]. 

According to the definition developed by Lance Spitzner, “A honeypot is an 

information system resource whose value lies in unauthorized or illicit use of 

that resource”. Examining the definition profoundly, we find that the honeypot 

could be any specific server, printer, any network device or even a whole 

network. The phrase “information system resource” in this definition makes the 

honeypot widely defined [5]. In general, the expected aim in honeypot designing 

is to make the system attacked and probed at the first stage. Needless to say, 

there should not be valuable data behind the honeypot.  

Unlike other security tools, honeypots do not offer any particular single solution 

for specific problems [3]. For example, firewalls analyze the incoming and 

outgoing traffic of the network and then determine whether the package is 

allowed or not. They basically control the data traffic into the network.  The 

intrusion detection system monitors a network or system for any unauthorized 

activity. On the contrary, honeypots are more flexible and apply to many security 

situations. They do not monitor or control any traffic. Instead, they accept the 

attack and collect data [3]. 
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2.1.2. History of Honeypots 

 

Like many innovations in network security, the origin of honeypots is related to 

military concepts.  The concept of honeypots has originated within the computer 

security field in the 80s.  The demand for monitoring hackers in live systems was 

the main reason that made Stoll and his colleagues produce bait to entice hackers 

and gather more information about network attacks. Although that was not a 

honeypot in the form defined nowadays, it was basically the same concept [6]. 

In 1991, Bill Cheswick wanted to trace the hackers’ activities and see all the 

commands that the hacker was typing. He wanted to learn all hacker techniques 

and warn the victims. To achieve this goal, he and his colleagues found out the 

best way to lure the hacker and make him interact with a sacrificial machine. In 

this way, they succeeded to gather information about the hacker and after 

several months they were able to determine that the attacks were coming from 

Sweden [7]. Six years later, in 1997, The Fred Cohen’s Deception Toolkit was 

designed to take advantage over hackers. It was written in PERL and C and 

installed on Unix platform. The main purpose of this suite of tools was to detect 

and deceive the hackers. In this tool, there is no operating system that the hacker 

deals with. Instead, there are just emulated services. This kind of restrictions 

affected negatively the amount of information gathered from the hacker.  

In 1998, the honeypot development initiated at CyberCopStingand was one of the 

first commercial honeypots sold and developed for an organization. It was 

simply installed in Windows NT and configured with a few options in a file. The 

interesting side of CyperCop was the fact that it was possible to deploy several 

and variable systems at the same time. This meant that with a single honeypot, it 

was possible to represent the entire network. However, restrictions to this 

honeypot existed mainly because the interaction with the hacker was limited due 

to the absence of a real operating system. For instance, when the hacker 

attempted to Telnet a specific system, the attempt was logged by the honeypot 

but the adversary would never get access to the system [3], [4].   

In 2001, worms proved effectively their ability to cause damage and spread 

throughout the Internet community. The intention to take defensive steps 

against the growth of the Internet worms was great. The most essential and 

challengeable defensive step was to get a copy of the worm, as getting such a 

copy from a compromised machine is extremely difficult. The virtual honeypot is 

the powerful tool which gives the opportunity to obtain a copy of the worm, help 

to analyze it and know how it works. A characteristic example has been the 

capturing and examining of Leave worm by Incidents.org [3], [4], where the sub7 

Trojan was detected. Sub7 is the Trojan that helps the attacker take control over 

the Windows system remotely by connecting to a specific port, 27374, with the 

help of special client software. The team of the security group from Incident.org 
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emulated a windows system that had already been compromised by the sub7 

Trojan. After short time of deploying this system, an attack which belonged to a 

sub7 client was captured. The deep probation of this attack specified Leaves 

worm. After that, other organizations started with their turn to deploy 

honeypots in order to capture and exam worms.  

 

2.1.3. Honeypot classification 

 

Honeypots can be classified depending on the purpose and the level of 

interaction. Based on the purpose, we can classify honeypots into research 

honeypots and production honeypots and depending on the level of interaction, 

we can classify honeypots into low level interaction, medium level interaction 

and high level interaction honeypots [8]. 

 

2.1.3.1. Research honeypots 

 

Research honeypots are used to gather information about the blackhat 

community. This information represents hackers’ identity, the tools that hackers 

use, how they communicate and how they develop. To get this important and 

critical type of information, we need to make the hacker interact with real 

systems and applications. The hacker’s interaction with real systems and 

applications gives more information than the hacker’s interaction with simulated 

services. It helps the network security community to secure the resources in an 

indirect way. In other words, it does not add any security feature. Instead it helps 

to comprehend the activities of the blackhat community and enhance the defense 

towards some threats. However, their complexity is the main negative side of 

this type of honeypots. It requires more time, effort and maintenance. 

Furthermore, it involves great risk and requires a lot of resources. They are 

mainly used for research purposes in the military and government organizations 

[8].  

 

2.1.3.2. Production honeypots 

 

Production honeypots are used to add security value to the organization and 

help reduce network security risk. The data collected from this kind of honeypots 

help minimize the risk by increasing the defense level against current and 

potential attacks. This type of honeypots emulates specific services and 

sometimes even operating systems to lure the attackers. For instance, if we 

would like to examine the attacks on a database server, a honeypot that emulates 
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the database server could be deployed faking all the offered services in the 

server [9].   

The main reasons an organization would like to use this type of honeypots would 

be to detect the network attacks, secure the network environment, identify the 

attack types and deal with the hackers.  Extensive value of detection is added to 

the organization by using production honeypots which provide the organization 

with a huge amount of useful log files. For example, honeypots can record all 

attacks which are undetected by Intrusion Detection System (IDS). The honeypot 

addresses these as unknown attacks [9].  

Attempting to connect to production honeypots means that this kind of 

connections are probably vicious ones. The production honeypot starts to record 

all the data having to do with the malicious connection. The data extracted from 

production honeypots are then analyzed and inspected to find out the ways 

hackers use to attack the organization. The valuable information that is given by 

production honeypots helps enormously to prevent the attacks and reduce 

vulnerabilities in real systems. It gives hints about what kind of data the attacker 

looks for. Often, production honeypots collect small amounts of data and 

generate alerts that relate directly to the unauthorized activities making it easy 

to analyze these data and get important information [9].  

Production honeypots require few resources in order to gather data in 

comparison with other security technologies and they are easy to install and 

deploy. They do not need much time or effort to maintain. Programming 

languages like C can be used to simulate specific kind of services [9].   

 

2.1.3.3. Low Interaction Honeypots 

 

The basic concept we need to understand about this type of honeypots is that all 

the services and operating systems are emulated and there is no real system to 

interact with the attacker. The hacker’s interaction with a real system could pose 

unbearable risk to the organization. The hacker could use the compromised 

honeypot to expand his attack to other computers as well. This risk is diminished 

in low interaction honeypots and the hacker’s malicious activities are limited to 

the emulated services. For example, in case SSH service is emulated on port 22 

along with SSH login and few additional SSH commands, when an advanced 

hacker will attempt to compromise this type of service he will probably discover 

the limitations of this service and then will know that he is dealing with a virtual 

honeypot [10]. 

The main value of low interaction honeypots is their ability to specify the 

unauthorized scans and the attempts of connection. Every time an attacker runs 
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a scan, the honeypot records all the data related to the scan. In addition, it 

records data related to the hacker’s interaction with emulated services like the 

data of the attack, the destination and source IP address, the destination and 

source port of the attacker, etc. Gathering these data is related to the response of 

the virtual honeypot to the attacker. For example, the hacker sends a request to a 

simulated FTP server aiming to establish connection. The simulated server 

responds to the hacker’s request. In low interaction honeypots, responses to 

requests are limited to the known behaviors. There are specific procedures that 

honeypots should initiate towards specific known attacks. The honeypot does 

not interact if it has no information about the attack.  

The amount of the gathered information is expanded if the involvement level 

with the attacker is increased. If the simulated service accepts more commands, 

the opportunity to learn more about an attack increases. For example, if the 

attacker writes specific commands and gets unexpected results, he will directly 

realize that he is dealing with a honeypot. Then the interaction with the hacker is 

ended and the hacker could start to use honeypot as a weapon to attack the 

network.     

The installation, configuration and deployment of this kind of honeypots is 

simple. It is basically a program that is installed in a host system and this 

program is configured to simulate the desired services. The possibility of error in 

the installation and deployment phases is relatively low [3], [4]. 

 

2.1.3.4. Medium Interaction Honeypots 

 

This kind of honeypots lies between low interaction and high interaction 

honeypots involving the attacker in a medium level compared to the other two 

types of honeypots. Medium interaction honeypots take specific actions towards 

known attacks and these actions make the honeypot more involved with the 

attacker than low interaction honeypots are. For example, in Unix-like systems 

like Linux, the administrator could create a virtual operating system inside the 

real one and make use of Chroot Jail. Chroot Jail is a feature on Unix operating 

systems used to prevent specific users from getting access to particular sections 

of system files. This feature helps enhance system security by limiting the access 

of users with no such rights to top-level files. The hacker will take some action in 

order to get access to the chrooted environment system. All those actions will be 

recorded and controlled by the administrator of the real system. A lot of critical 

data about the attacker’s behavior are recorded such as all the commands the 

hacker issues. However, this situation carries a certain amount of risk to the real 

system since the possibility that the attacker compromises the real system is 

increased.  
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The installation and deployment of medium interaction honeypots is rather hard 

and complex. The interaction with the hacker is more than that of low interaction 

honeypots and that requires high level of security to restrict the hacker from 

harming other systems in the network. However, the gathered data from 

medium interaction honeypots are much more in comparison with low 

interaction honeypots and they could include payloads and other interesting 

hackers’ actions in the system [3], [4].  

 

2.1.3.5. High Interaction Honeypots 

 

High interaction honeypots give the hacker the opportunity to interact with a 

real system and release the restrictions of involvement that exist in both low and 

medium interaction honeypots. The goal of raising the level of interaction and 

luring the hacker with a real system instead of just emulated services is to 

increase the amount of information about the attack. The chances to learn about 

new vulnerabilities in the system and new ways and payloads which are used by 

hackers are higher with high interaction honeypots [3], [4].   

Designing, configuring and maintaining high interaction honeypots can be a hard 

task and requires a lot of time and effort. Furthermore, if the hacker 

compromises the honeypot and gets full control of it, he can use it to hack other 

computers too. Therefore, serious steps should be taken to eliminate the risk in 

this type of honeypots. Deployment of Intrusion Detection Systems to monitor 

the malicious activities can be helpful to limit the risk of high interaction 

honeypots. Access to a high interaction honeypot should be restricted with an 

access control device to limit the risk. For example, if a high interaction honeypot 

lies behind a firewall and the hacker gets full control of it, it is very difficult for 

him to compromise the other computers in the network. The firewall prevents 

that and limits the hacker’s activities in a specific area. However, this design 

could make the hacker suspicious and make him realize that he is being 

monitored. In addition, introducing firewalls and limiting the hacker in a specific 

area, requires more effort and maintenance [3], [4].   

An example of a high interaction honeypot is honeynet. It is an entire network of 

computers designed to lure and track the hacker. When the hacker attacks a 

victim, all the activities having to do with the real system will be recorded. This 

type of architecture provides more control and reduces the security risk. It also 

uses a honeywall gateway to allow inbound traffic and control the outbound 

traffic.  
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2.1.4. Client and Server Honeypots 

 

Most types of honeypots are located, installed and configured in a way that 

makes them act like servers. Honeypots take up a certain place in the network 

and wait for attacks. They expose some vulnerability and lure hackers to initiate 

malicious actions. The attacker tries to exploit the vulnerabilities and 

compromise the system. This type of honeypot is called server honeypot.  

The second type of honeypot which works in different ways than the server one, 

is called client honeypot. Client honeypots were designed by Lance Spitzer in 

2004 and they are used to gather information about malicious servers that try to 

exploit the users’ vulnerabilities and control them. The client honeypots basically 

represent client actions in any client-server system [11].  

When the client connects to a malicious server, the server starts attacking and 

exploiting vulnerabilities to take the client system under control. This type of 

attack, the client side attack, has become very common recently. For example, the 

Adobe Flash player has a vulnerability which makes the attacker run specific 

codes. The attacker needs to initiate a kind of interaction with the user to be able 

to exploit this vulnerability. This interaction is generated by visiting the 

malicious webpage or downloading a specific malicious SWF file [11].  

The client side honeypot is designed to search for malicious servers and try to 

gather data about client side attacks. The client sends requests to a server and 

waits for the response. The response is analyzed and examined to reveal the 

behavior of the attack. The important side that should be considered while 

designing client side honeypots is the compatibility with the server protocol. To 

achieve connection and interaction with a server, the client protocol should be in 

accordance with the server protocol [11].    

Client honeypots are used for detecting in real time any known and unknown 

attack which targets client applications. All client honeypots have a common 

general approach to perform the task. They search for specific websites and then 

start to test whether a website is malicious or not. Client honeypots start to 

crawl a network search for malicious servers. The crawling speed, which 

depends on network bandwidth and crawling algorithm used, should be 

increased to improve the efficiency of the client honeypot. Crawling many times 

at the same location should also be avoided [11]. 

 

2.1.5. Honeypot Deployment Strategies 

 

There are several ways to deploy a honeypot based on the data that we desire to 

gain, the honeypot type and the number of honeypots. It is worthless and 
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inefficient to just put the honeypot anywhere without sufficient knowledge about 

the type of honeypot and the data we are looking for. It is a very important and 

fundamental step to have thorough knowledge about the type of the honeypot 

that is to be used before the deployment. The determination of honeypot goals 

and the type of interesting data are also essential to consider prior to the 

deployment. Furthermore, the human and technical resources tremendously 

affect the honeypot deployment. For example, a high interaction honeypot 

requires advanced security and computer administration knowledge to be 

implemented.   In some cases, it is required to deploy a group of honeypots like 

honeynet rather than a single honeypot, to increase the amount of gathered data 

[12]. In that case, a honeywall gateway is needed and then additional effort is 

required.  

In addition, as long as the main purpose of the honeypot is to deceive and gather 

information about the attacker, it is important to keep the attacker unaware of 

the existing virtual honeypot. If the hacker realizes that he deals with a honeypot, 

he can potentially mislead those who deploy the honeypot by introducing wrong 

data [12]. Because of that, making the hacker unaware of the honeypot is an 

important factor to consider during the honeypot deployment.  

 

2.1.5.1. Typical deployment facing the Internet  

 

This type of deployment involves the honeypot getting exposed to the Internet 

and the public network. It monitors attackers’ behavior and gathers information 

about worms and malicious actions. It is most likely located in DMZ so as it can 

be accessed from outside [12].  

 

2.1.5.2. Internal deployment 

 

This type of deployment is used to gain information about threats and infections 

from the inside network. For example, in case one of the employees of a company 

would attempt to compromise other computers in the LAN. The honeypot 

interacts with the attacker and deceives him. Consequently, the attacker’s 

identity, behavior and tactic have become known.  The honeypot is placed in 

various LAN segments and it should contain no valuable data [12].  
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2.1.6. Advantages of Honeypots 

 

Honeypots are powerful software tools that give a great opportunity to gain 

information about network attacks. They can record all information related to 

the hacker like the hacker’s location, his behavior and the tools used. They can 

also save copies of worms and payloads which hackers use to compromise their 

victims. This information is then used to find security solutions for network 

attacks and prevent them in the future. Honeypots often gather just malicious 

files that interact with them, not all the traffic. This way, less storage space is 

needed and it is easier to analyze information and find solutions [13]. 

The majority of honeypots are easy to install, configure and maintain. They do 

not need signature databases to be maintained and many rules which could lead 

to misconfiguration.  They only need few steps to deploy and initialize the task of 

capturing data. The information derived from these data could be a new tool or 

new tactics that hackers use. Therefore, new solutions regarding network 

security could arise based on the collected data [13].  

Unlike firewalls and Intrusion Detection Systems, honeypots do not run out of 

resources. For example, firewalls could sometimes block all the connections, not 

just the unauthorized ones, because their table gets full, not being able to 

recognize more connections. Intrusion Detection Systems could face a lot of data 

traffic and the sensor’s buffer of IDS could become full and start discarding 

packets. Honeypots do not face that kind of problems. They require fewer 

resources than other security tools. They basically record and deal with actions 

directly related to the virtual honeypot [3], [4].  

 

2.1.7. Disadvantages of Honeypots 

 

Honeypots can gather data only if an attacker interacts with a honeypot system 

actively and directly. If another attack has happened on other systems in the 

network, which may cause a huge damage in the network, the honeypot could 

not collect any data about the hackers [13]. 

Moreover, camouflaging the virtual honeypot and making the attacker unaware 

of it, can be a hard task. A big security problem could arise if a hacker gets to 

know that he deals with a virtual honeypot and not a real system, as he could use 

the honeypot to attack other computers or make it produce false data [13].  
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2.1.8. Societal Issues 

So far, the discussion on honeypots has been centered mainly around the 

technical issues concerning them including their types, the deployment 

strategies and other. In this chapter we attempt an approach to the societal 

issues having to do with honeypots and more specifically the legal and 

accordingly ethical aspects around their use and deployment.  

For start, no legal precedence having to do with virtual honeypots exists yet. 
There are three main legal issues to consider when talking about honeypots: 
entrapment, privacy and liability [14], [15]. 

The legal term of entrapment refers to the act of encouraging someone to do 

something that he or she would not do under normal circumstances. Apparently, 

honeypots do not fall into this category. Adversaries track and launch attacks 

against honeypots on their own will without being actually encouraged to do so. 

Even when they are on purpose presented to be resources of high value such as 

governmental ones, the attacker bears full responsibility of the unauthorized 

activity that has been decided to take on. Thus, entrapment could not be 

regarded as an issue at least for the majority of cases. 

The second and much more complex legal term concerning honeypots is privacy. 

No matter how odd it may seem and depending on each country’s laws, there 

may be limitations to the right of capturing information about an attacker who 

has broken into a honeypot system and his communications. The main factors 

affecting the privacy aspect in this case are the reason why honeypots are being 

deployed and the kind of information being collected. Low-interaction honeypots 

deployed in production networks for the protection of organizations usually 

capture only transactional data such as IP addresses and a limited amount of 

content data like actual communications. As such, these honeypots relate to 

limited privacy issues, if any at all. On the other hand, high-interaction honeypots 

used for research purposes could face greater privacy issues. 

The third and last legal issue facing honeypots is that of liability. If a honeypot 

gets compromised and starts generating outbound traffic, it can be used for 

launching attacks against other systems. In that case, the owner of the honeypot 

could potentially be accused of harming those resources and have to share the 

damage caused with the argument of not supervising sufficiently and not taking 

the necessary security precautions. Low-interaction honeypots face lower risk in 

terms of liability since they only emulate services thus controlling the interaction 

with the attackers. 

Finally, it should be pointed out that depending on the country, different laws 

and regulations may apply as legal processes may vary significantly when related 

to network security and information gathering.       
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2.2. Honeyd (Honey daemon) 

 

Honeyd is a lightweight framework created with the purpose of simulating a 

large number of virtual honeypots in an existing network usually allocating the 

unused IP address space [1]. It is developed and maintained by Google’s engineer 

Niels Provos of the University of Michigan as an Open Source prepackage 

designed to operate on a Unix Platform. In essence, what Honeyd does is dictate 

how the virtual host is supposed to behave through appropriate network 

services being simulated and running on the virtual computer system. Apart 

from introducing a number of decoys in a network, Honeyd gives also the 

possibility of creating routing topologies with hundreds of networks and 

thousands of hosts, all located in one physical machine.  

 

2.2.1. Design Overview of Honeyd 

 

Honeyd is a low-interaction virtual honeypot scheme capable of simulating 

thousands of virtual computer systems on a single network [1]. Its main function 

is based on the ability to reply to network requests according to the 

corresponding network services specified on each of its virtual honeypots. More 

specifically, Honeyd’s personality engine impersonates the simulated operating 

system’s network behavior responding to external requests as if it were the real 

one. Moreover, apart from monitoring the malicious activity over the Internet, 

honeypots constitute a useful way of confusing attackers by preventing them 

from attacking the real systems, therefore wasting time on practically non-

existent ones while at the same time their activities are being monitored. 

 

2.2.2. Honeyd Architecture 

 

Honeyd deploys a flexible and at the same time simple architecture [16]. It 

consists of the following parts: a packet dispatcher at the core of the architecture 

receiving all network traffic of interest, a configuration database dictating which 

services-processes are to be initiated to handle the different network traffic load, 

protocol handlers (TCP/UDP/ICMP), a personality engine matching the features 

of the configured operating system for every outgoing network packet and 

optionally a routing component. 

A basic overview of Honeyd’s architecture is shown in the figure below: 
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Figure 1. Overview of Honeyd’s architecture [1] 

 

The central packet dispatcher processes all the incoming traffic directed to the 

physical machine hosting the virtual honeypots. It has knowledge of the three 

basic Internet protocols, i.e. TCP, UDP and ICMP. Provision for other Internet 

protocols has not been included and such packets are discarded by the system. 

Before processing the packet and handing it to the protocol handlers, the packet 

dispatcher has to make a query to the configuration database in search of a 

honeypot configuration that matches the destination IP address of the processed 

packet. Since the query is successful and a configuration is found, the packet 

along with the appropriate configuration is passed to the specific protocol 

handler.  

The ICMP protocol handler is capable of supporting most part of the ICMP 

requests including replying to ICMP echo requests and handling destination 

unreachable messages. For TCP and UDP, Honeyd is able to create connections to 

external services receiving data in standard input and sending responses to 

standard output if necessary.  Whenever a connection request is received by 

Honeyd, the first thing is to check whether the packet received is part of an 

already established connection or not. If this is the case, the packet is handed to 

the appropriate service application. If not, Honeyd creates a new process to run 

that service. Furthermore, a simplified version of the TCP state machine is 

contained within Honeyd. The three-way handshake for initiating TCP 

connections along with the FIN and RST messages for tearing them down are 
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also supported. On the other hand, UDP packets are sent directly to the 

application services bypassing any form of connection establishment. When UDP 

packets are received on closed ports, Honeyd replies with ICMP port unreachable 

messages unless a different response is stated by the configured personality.  

Before leaving the system hosting the virtual honeypot and being sent back to 

the network, the packet passes through the personality engine where it is being 

processed [16]. The most important aspect in the functionality of a honeypot is 

to appear real and attract attackers to probe it without giving away its virtual 

nature. Two of the most common fingerprinting tools that attackers use to collect 

information about computer systems are Nmap and Xprobe. Honeyd imitates the 

network stack behavior of a real operating system giving the ability to virtual 

honeypots not to be conceived as such by the adversaries when fingerprinted but 

as real systems. This is known as the virtual honeypot’s personality. The 

personality engine modifies the content of every outgoing packet by changing the 

protocol headers and making the packet appear as if it comes from the network 

stack of the configured real operating system. Honeyd uses Nmap’s fingerprint 

database for simulating TCP and UDP network behavior for its personalities 

whereas for ICMP network behavior Xprobe’s fingerprint database is used. 

Fingerprints in the database of Nmap have a similar format with the one showed 

in the following figure. This is an example fingerprint specifying the network 

stack behavior of a computer system running Windows Server 2003 OS, a system 

included in our implementation. 

Fingerprint Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition 

Class Microsoft | Windows | 2003/.NET | general purpose 

TSeq(Class=TR%gcd=<6%IPID=I) 

T1(DF=Y%W=402E%ACK=S++%Flags=AS%Ops=MNWNNT) 

T2(Resp=Y%DF=N%W=400|C00%ACK=S%Flags=AR%Ops=WNMETL) 

T3(Resp=Y%DF=N%W=C00|400%ACK=S++%Flags=AR%Ops=WNMETL) 

T4(DF=N%W=1000|C00%ACK=S%Flags=AR%Ops=WNMETL) 

T5(DF=N%W=800|400%ACK=S++%Flags=AR%Ops=) 

T6(DF=N%W=C00|800%ACK=S%Flags=AR%Ops=WNMETL) 

T7(DF=N%W=400|1000%ACK=S++%Flags=AR%Ops=WNMETL) 

PU(DF=N%TOS=0%IPLEN=38%RIPTL=148%RID=E%RIPCK=E%UCK=E%ULEN=134%DAT=E) 

Figure 2.Nmap fingerprint of a system running Windows Server 2003  

 

Finally, a routing component can be optionally included within Honeyd’s 

architecture functionality [1]. Honeyd can simulate random virtual routing 

topologies of arbitrary complexity to deceive attackers and their tools. Virtual 

routers need to be configured to direct network traffic to the delegated host. 

Features like bandwidth, latency and packet loss can be configured. Asymmetric 

routing is also supported as well as integration of real physical systems in 

existing virtual topologies. In environments of higher complexity, routing 
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topologies can be divided in order to tunnel networks as Honeyd supports the 

Generic Routing Encapsulation (GRE) tunneling protocol. 

 

2.2.3. Reception of Network Data by Honeyd 

 

Honeyd, in order to function as it is supposed to, needs to be configured in such 

way that it receives the network traffic directed to the IP addresses of the virtual 

honeypots it hosts [16]. In order for the physical machine to receive the packets 

of the virtual ones, the network needs to be configured. This can be 

accomplished in numerous ways. The two most common could be: either the 

creation of special routes on a router pointing to the Honeyd system for all the 

packets with a destination IP address of a virtual host or through the use of 

Proxy ARP. 

In a simple scenario where the IP addresses of our virtual honeypots all belong 

to the same local network as the Honeyd host, let X be the IP address of the 

Honeyd system, Y the IP address of our router and Z₁, Z₂, …,Zi the IP addresses1→i 

of the virtual honeypots. When router Y receives from an attacker via Internet a 

network packet destined to an IP address Vi of a virtual honeypot, it makes the 

attempt to forward the packet by consulting its routing table and searching for 

an entry with the specific destination IP address. There are three possible 

outcomes resulting from this query: the router cannot find an entry in its routing 

table and since there is no route pointing to Vi it discards the packet, the router 

has a route for Vi and forwards the packet to the next router on the path or Vi 

belongs to a network directly connected to Y and as such, the router forwards 

the packet directly to Vi.   

There exist two ways in which we can forward packets destined for Vi to the IP 

address X of the Honeyd host. The first and most straightforward one is – if one 

has administrative access - to create routes for the IP addresses Vi on the router 

which will point to the Honeyd system. This way, packets for the virtual 

honeypots will be directed to X.  Otherwise, if no specific routes have been 

created - perhaps because access is denied to the router - router Y has to ARP 

(Address Resolution Protocol) in order to learn the MAC address of the host with 

the IP address Vi and encapsulate the packet before forwarding it to the right 

host. Since Vi are just virtual hosts with no physical addresses, the ARP queries of 

Y will remain unanswered resulting in the dropping of the packets after some 

attempts. To remedy this situation, Honeyd host X is configured to reply to Y’s 

ARP queries for the physical addresses of the virtual honeypots with its own 

MAC address. This way the router encapsulates the network layer packets 

destined for Vi with the MAC address of X and forwards them to the Honeyd host. 

This procedure is called Proxy ARP. 
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2.2.4. Installation and Configuration details of Honeyd 

 

As an Open Source solution Honeyd does not offer any support or Graphical User 

Interface (GUI) for installation or configuration. The source code should be 

downloaded on the Honeyd host, get compiled and the binary and configuration 

files of Honeyd be installed. Then the Honeyd binary file could be run from the 

command line prompt of the Linux system used. A second more efficient way is 

to install the Honeyd package as root with the command:  

sudo apt-get install Honeyd 

To function correctly, Honeyd requires also the following libraries to be 

installed: 

 libevent: a software library providing asynchronous notification for 

events 

 libnet: a portable framework/library used for network packet 

construction 

 libpcap: a framework used for capturing packets passing through a 

network 

Honeyd comes with numerous scripts written in the script languages Python and 

Perl by both NielsProvos and other contributors which can be used to emulate 

services on the appropriate ports in the virtual honeypots.  

Although installing and running Honeyd might seem quite simple, it is a 

particularly complicated software tool with a range of command line parameters 

affecting its behavior. After being correctly installed on our system, the following 

command is used to start Honeyd: 

Honeyd -p /etc/Honeyd/nmap.prints –d -f 

/etc/Honeyd/Honeyd_thesis.conf 

 

In the following, the above parameters used are explained in detail [1]. The first 

command Honeyd instructs the Linux kernel to execute the Honeyd binary file. 

The –p fingerprints option gives the pathname of the Nmap fingerprint file (here: 

nmap.prints) which contains the Nmap signature database that Honeyd uses to 

emulate different operating systems at the network stack. This will dictate how 

Honeyd will behave towards attackers depending on the emulated operating 

system. The –d flag allows Honeyd to run in debug mode with all the messages 

getting printed on the current terminal. This mode can be useful when testing 

Honeyd and its functionality on the fly. Omitting this flag will cause Honeyd to 

run as a daemon process in the background. Another important command line 

parameter which is not used above is the –i flag. This flag is used when the 

computer system hosting the virtual honeypots has more than one network 
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interfaces. In this case, the –i flag should be used to denote which interface or 

interfaces will be the ones receiving network traffic for the virtual honeypots. 

Finally, the –f command line parameter is probably the most important one as it 

lies at the heart of the Honeyd configuration. The –f flag gives Honeyd the path 

name for the configuration file (here: Honeyd_thesis.conf) where all information 

about the virtual honeypots are kept such as which operating systems are used 

and which services should be emulated on each honeypot. Honeyd’s 

configuration file is a simple straightforward text-based file with a context-free-

grammar configuration language which can be described in Backus-Naur Form 

(BNF). Although quite straightforward, it offers a wide variety of options when it 

comes to configuring the virtual honeypots. Its main role is to specify which are 

the IP addresses on which the virtual hosts will be running waiting for the 

attackers’ probes and what services should be emulated on each one of them.  

Templates constitute the core of the configuration files for virtual honeypots [3]. 

Honeyd works via the creation of templates which describe and simulate specific 

computer systems configured in great detail. The first step taken to create a 

virtual honeypot is to create a corresponding template which will specify the 

defining characteristics of the honeypot like the simulated operating system, the 

ports on which the honeypot will listen and the services being emulated. After 

that, an IP address will be assigned to the template bringing up the honeypot and 

operating at that specific network address. The command to create a new 

template is create and the parameter entered should be a name relative to the 

system intended to be simulated. Each template should have a different name. A 

different parameter that can be used is the default one. This can be used in case 

Honeyd does not find any template matching the destination IP address of a 

packet and it is preferred when there is a need for assigning a group of IP 

addresses under a common template rather than assigning each template to a 

unique address. 

Following the creation of a template, the configuration commands define how 

the virtual honeypot will behave. The set and add commands are used to shape 

the behavior of the configured honeypot. The first characteristic to be defined by 

the set command is the operating system or personality from the Nmap 

fingerprint database which will dictate how the computer system will behave at 

the IP network stack. The personality indicates the form of the responses 

Honeyd will be sending back along with other details such as the TCP sequence 

numbers, the TCP timestamps and other. It can be chosen from a great number 

and variety of famous operating systems like Linux, FreeBSD, Mac OS, Microsoft 

Windows, Cisco IOS, etc.  

The set command can also determine the default behavior of the template 

regarding the supported network protocols (TCP, UDP, ICMP), i.e. how the 
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template reacts to probes at ports which are unassigned. The action taken can 

include three options: 

 Open: this signifies that all ports for the particular network protocol are 

open by default. This setting applies only to TCP and UDP connections. 

 

 Block: this indicates that the ports will ignore any incoming connections 

and packets directed to them will be dropped by default. 

 

 Reset: this means that all ports for the specified protocol are closed by 

default. For a TCP port, Honeyd will reply with a TCP RST packet to a 

SYN packet whereas for a UDP port with a ICMP-port unreachable 

message.  

 

Finally, Honeyd gives the option to spoof the uptime of a host, referring to the 

duration of time since the system was first booted. The set uptime command does 

exactly that. If no uptime is defined, Honeyd assumes an arbitrary value up to 20 

days.  

Following the set command is the add set of commands. The add commands 

constitute the center of the template as they are the ones which signify what 

applications will be running on each port and which are the services that can be 

remotely accessed by the outside world. The syntax of the add command 

requires to specify the network protocol, the number of the port and an 

appropriate action. As we see in the above configuration, the options open, block 

and reset that are used for the default behavior of the template can also be used 

on a per-port basis. The important difference here is that apart from just opening 

or closing ports, predefined scripts can be called and emulate different services 

on different ports. This possibility of integrating scripts written in programming 

languages within the Honeyd configuration gives virtual honeypots a high degree 

of realism. A realistic service to which an adversary can talk can grant much 

more detailed information about an attacker. Apparently, the more scripts 

running on ports, the higher the possibilities for interacting with attackers. 

The following example from our configuration file starts a telnet simulator 

service for TCP connections on port 23: 

add Linux1 tcp port 23 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts 

     /unix/linux/suse8.0/telnetd.sh" 

 

When a remote hosts attempts to establish connection with the above Linux1 

template-personality on port 23, Honeyd will initiate a new process executing 

the shell script “./telnetd.sh”. The script is receiving input data via stdin and it is 

sending replies back to the sender via its stdout. Apart from TCP connections, 
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scripts can also be used to interact with remote users through UDP connections. 

Important to mention is that when Honeyd receives a new connection on one of 

its honeypots’ ports, it forks (starts) a new process which will execute the 

specified script. This can be at times quite risky as it can lead to a performance 

bottleneck if the virtual honeypots get overwhelmed with network traffic, e.g. if 

deployed in a busy network [1]. 

 

The last command which should be implemented to configure successfully the 

virtual honeypot is the bind command whose role is to bind the created template 

with the IP address on which it will be operating virtually.  

 

The Ethernet option for the set command can be used to assign explicitly a 

unique MAC address to each configured template. As mentioned earlier, physical 

addresses are essential for network communication and via proxy ARP the 

Honeyd host can reply with its own MAC address to the ARP requests regarding 

the honeypots. A disadvantage of this is that attackers can easily realize the 

existence of virtual machines as all the IP addresses of the honeypots will relate 

to one MAC address. Using the set ethernet command, this risk is wiped out and 

no need for configuring proxy ARP exists as Honeyd takes care of all the ARP 

procedures [1]. Attention should be given to avoid any MAC address collisions 

when assigning them to the virtual hosts, as physical addresses should be unique 

for every system. 

 

 

2.2.5. Honeyd Logging Information Gathering 

 

The Honeyd framework comes with a built-in mechanism for gathering 

information regarding the connection attempts launched from adversaries 

targeting the virtual honeypots. Honeyd has the ability to populate files with log 

information for both connection attempts by attackers and established 

connections for all protocols. The command used to log the network activity 

concerning the virtual honeypots is the following: 

 
administrator@ubuntu:/etc/honeypot$ Honeyd -p /etc/Honeyd/nmap.prints 

–d -f /etc/Honeyd/Honeyd_thesis.conf -l thesis.log  

The –l command line option enables the packet-level logging in Honeyd. It only 

takes one parameter and this is the log file that will be used to create the 

connection logs. In this case, the log file thesis.log. It is important that the 

directory in which the log file resides, should have the permission to be writable 

by the user who is running Honeyd. The log file contains information about the 

time a connection was attempted, the source IP address and port of the attacker 

attempting to connect, the destination IP address and port of the virtual 
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honeypot under attack, the protocol involved and if the attempt is successful and 

the connection eventually establishes, the starting and ending point of the 

connection in time along with other information like the total number of bytes 

transmitted. 

The packet-level log files can be extremely useful when used in combination with 

data mining tools. They can offer a great deal of helpful information regarding 

the connection attempts launched by adversaries. Scripts written in Perl, Python 

or other programming languages can extract useful information and statistics 

from the log files such as the number of IP addresses probing our virtual 

honeypots on a daily basis, a list with the most common ports to be attacked and 

other data giving an insight on the scanning activity of the virtual hosts from the 

potential attackers. This kind of log files can get extremely large over time and 

care should be taken regarding the processing capabilities of the data mining 

tools used in each case. 

Apart from packet-level logging, the option for service-level logging is also 

provisioned by Honeyd [1]. Whereas packet-level logging gives a general view of 

the overall network traffic handled by the virtual honeypots, service-level log 

files give a more detailed view on the ongoing sessions. When scripts emulating 

services on different ports are used in honeypots and these scripts have 

additional logging capabilities, a great deal of interesting information can be 

attained about the attackers’ activities and methods they use to take a system 

under their control. 

 

2.2.6. Significance of Honeyd 

 

As an Open Source low-interaction honeypot, Honeyd introduces a great range of 

interesting features as those were mentioned previously. Being an Open Source 

software tool indicates that its distribution is free and anyone can have access to 

the source code [3]. This means that individuals and groups belonging to the 

network security community can customize and contribute to its source code 

adding more emulated services which will improve the interaction level between 

the attacker and the virtual honeypots providing us with even more information 

about the methods they use to break into systems. Over the next years we can 

expect an exponential rise in our ability to capture malicious behavior via 

Honeyd. On the other hand, being an Open Source solution, Honeyd does not 

offer any support for maintenance or troubleshooting from an official source.   

As a low-interaction honeypot, Honeyd is basically deployed as a production 

honeypot used to detect and capture network attacks. No real complete 

operating system is offered but adversaries are limited to the network services 

emulated by the scripts. As such, Honeyd introduces a low risk to organizations 
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for their overall security when introduced [3]. A recognized by the attacker 

honeypot becomes useless, so camouflaging Honeyd is an issue that should be 

addressed. Xinwen Fu et al. have shown that an adversary can fingerprint 

Honeyd through measuring the latency of the links simulated and proposed a 

camouflaged Honeyd capable of behaving like its surrounding network 

environment [17].  

Another issue to be addressed is the scripts emulating network services in 

Honeyd. These need to be written by hand and as a result not so many scripts 

exist. Corrado Leita et al. have proposed a method which can alleviate this issue 

by automatically creating new scripts [18]. Finally, the fact that no alerting built-

in mechanism exists in Honeyd as well as that only command-line interface is 

offered are two shortcomings of its design. Chao-His Yeh et al. in their work have 

proposed a Graphical User Interface (GUI) for Honeyd offering a variety of 

interesting features [19].     
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2.3. Dionaea 

 

Dionaea [20] is an open source low interaction honeypot that can be further 

categorized into the class of malware collector honeypots. The aim of these low 

interaction honeypots is to create vulnerabilities on specific services, in order to 

attract malware exploiting the network and if possible, capture and download a 

copy of the malware.  

As nowadays the number of malware attacks is increasing, these copies could be 

very useful for monitoring and analyzing in a safe environment the behavior of a 

malware and finding defending security solutions. In literature, two ways of 

malware analysis have been proposed [21], static and dynamic analysis. As their 

names suggest, static analysis is simply the procedure of reading the code and 

trying to figure out the intention of the malware, while dynamic analysis includes 

the execution of the code of malware in a secure manner.  Usually, these two 

types of analysis are combined and the output of the static analysis can be very 

useful for the dynamic one.  

The collected malware copies are usually stored in the form of a binary file. 

Malware collectors such as Dionaea can download a great amount of binaries 

although in most cases these files may represent the same malware. A binary 

should have different MD5 hash in order to be characterized as unique [22]. 

From the perspective of detection, two types have been proposed: detection of 

existing malware based on patterns or samples and zero-day detection schemes. 

Zero-day malware is defined as “a malicious software which is not detected by 

anti-virus programs due to lack of existing virus signatures or other malware 

detection techniques” [23].  

Dionaea is usually referred as Nepenthes’ [24] successor. The main 

improvements on the features of the new malware collector compared to 

Nepenthes include [18]:  

 the protocol implementation in python scripting language 

 the use of libemu library for shell code detection instead of pattern 

matching which requires a copy of the shell code, thus making extremely 

hard the detection of zero-day malware  

 support for ipv6 addresses and TLS encryption  

 development of the VOIP module 
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2.3.1. Features of Dionaea 

As mentioned above, Dionaea developers used python to implement the network 

protocols. This selection allows for an easier implementation compared to C 

language for instance. However, the main reason for this choice was to deal with 

the new generation of malware that utilize API to access services. 

SMB is the basic protocol supported by Dionaea. The SMB (Server Message 

Block) protocol works on port 445 [25] and is used from Windows operating 

systems for file and printer sharing over TCP. Akamai's [26] internet report for 

the second and third quarter of 2012 (figure 3), shows that port 445 was the 

most targeted port at this period, as it attracted almost one third of the total 

network attack traffic.  

 

 

Figure 3. Percentage of global internet attack traffic during the 2nd and 3rd 
quarter of 2012, by targeted ports [24] 

 

The SMB protocol has known vulnerabilities and it is a common target especially 

for worms. That is the reason for which it has been selected by the developers of 

Dionaea as the main protocol and, as it will be shown in the following chapter, 

most of the captured copies of malware originated from that port.   

Other important protocols that Dionaea supports are the following: 

 HTTP and secure HTTP (HTTPS) are also supported on port 80 

 FTP, although the possibility of an attack to an ftp service is rather low. 

Dionaea supports ftp protocol on port 21. It implements an ftp server 

which can create directories and also upload/download files 

 TFTP, tftp server is provided on port 69 and is implemented to check the 

udp connection code 
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 MSSQL, Dionaea also emulates a Microsoft SQL server on port 1433. 

Attackers are able to login to the server but as there is no real database 

provided by Dionaea, there is no further interaction  

 MYSQL, Dionaea also implements MySQL wire stream protocol on port 

3306 

 SIP, as mentioned above a new module for supporting VOIP was added to 

Dionaea. The VoIP protocol implemented is SIP.  The operation of this 

module consists in waiting for incoming SIP messages, logging all data 

and replying accordingly to the requests. Only when malicious messages 

are detected, Dionaea passes the code to the emulation engine.  

 

2.3.2. Operation of Dionaea 

 

The main function of Dionaea is to detect and analyze the offered payload of the 

attacker in order to gain a copy of the malware. To succeed this, Dionaea offers 

different ways of interaction with the attacker. For example, it can provide a 

command prompt cmd.exe window to the attacker and react accordingly to the 

input commands or use the URLDownloadToFileapi to get a file through http. If 

the previous operation is successful, Dionaea should know the location of the file 

that the attacker tries to send and attempts to download the file. One very 

interesting feature of Dionaea is that it can send the downloaded file to a third 

party for further analysis than simply storing it on disk. 

Dionaea is also a great monitoring tool. It records all the activities on the ports it 

listens but also keeps record of connections to other ports. All these recorded 

data are kept in a log file in text format. Although we can choose the format of the 

log file, for instance filter the log messages or sort the events from the most 

recent to the least recent ones, it is still quite difficult to read and gain useful 

information. Therefore, Dionaea creates an SQLite database with all the recorded 

activities and makes it easier for the user to make queries and obtain useful 

information from the honeypot. 

From the log file we can retrieve useful data to understand the operation of the 

honeypot. Dionaea records three types of connections: reject, accept and connect. 

Connection attempts to the ports that Dionaea does not listen are marked as 

'reject'. On the other hand, attempts to monitored ports are marked as either 

'connect' or 'accept'. In any case, Dionaea records in the log file and additionally 

in the SQLite database, valuable information about these connections such as the 

timestamp of the connection, the IP addresses of the local and remote host and 

the corresponding ports and protocols. 
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Except of the information about the connections, Dionaea also keeps in database 

other significant tables such as download tables which contain information about 

the id of the connection, the url from which the malware was downloaded  and 

also the downloaded md5 hash. 

 

2.3.3. Installation and Configuration details of Dionaea 

The installation of Dionaea requires some basic knowledge of Linux operating 

systems, as it is important to install all the required dependencies first but there 

are useful and detailed instructions in the official home page too.  

Dionaea is a flexible software tool and can be easily configured according to our 

needs by editing the configuration file. More specifically, in the configuration file 

we can edit the following: 

We can change the directory of the log file and more importantly we can reduce 

the amount of the produced data. By default, Dionaea records every event in the 

log file. We can filter the output data by changing the levels value from 'all' to 

only 'warning, error' for example. Dionaea writes the last event at the end of the 

log file. Thus, it is really useful to rotate this behavior in logging section, so that 

the last event can be read directly at the first line of the log file.  

Moreover, we can modify the path of the downloaded binaries and bi-streams 

folders. Bi-directional streams allow us to replay an attack that Dionaea captured 

on IP-level. As we mentioned above, with Dionaea we can submit directly the 

downloaded malware to third parties for further analysis. In the submit section 

of the configuration file, we can edit all these details. One more interesting 

feature is that we can manually configure the IP range that Dionaea can listen to 

and also add ipv6 addresses. By default, Dionaea listens to all the IP addresses it 

can find.  

Finally, we can configure the modules section which is considered the most 

significant of the configuration files. The modules section includes a list of 

services which Dionaea supports and we can enable or disable some of them. For 

instance, we can enable and edit the pcap module if we want to keep information 

about rejected connection attempts or additionally, if we are interested in the 

operating system of the attackers, we can enable the p0f service. 
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2.4. Kippo 

 

Kippo [27] is a low interaction honeypot which emulates an SSH server. It 

provides an interaction shell to the intruder while monitoring and recording all 

the activities. Furthermore, it is designed to monitor brute force attacks.  

Secure shell (SSH) [28] is a network protocol which provides encrypted 

communication between two devices.  SSH allows users to gain access to remote 

devices through a shell or interactive command line in a secure manner. The port 

used by SSH protocol by default is 22 [23]. In most cases, a client can access an 

SSH server by entering a valid username and password through an SSH client 

tool.  From that perspective, SSH servers are vulnerable to password attacks.  

Especially SSH dictionary or brute force attacks are very common and quite easy 

to be launched even by unqualified attackers. These types of attacks are based on 

the fact that many users choose their credentials from a small domain [29]. Thus, 

brute force attacks try all the possible username and password combinations 

until the correct one is found, in an automated way. This attribute could be very 

useful for SSH server honeypot implementations. In order to have as many 

successful logins as possible in our SSH honeypot, it is preferred to choose 

credentials that rely on automated dictionary attack tools.  

Cisco's white paper about SSH login activity [30] shows that for a total of 

approximately 1,56 million login attempts, username 'root' was used almost in 

35 percent of all cases. The following figure depicts the 10 most used usernames 

according to the results of the research conducted by Cisco.  

 

Figure 4. Top 10 attempted usernames [28] 
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In addition, other surveys [31], [ 32] give some interesting information about the 

most commonly used passwords in connection attempts. The top password 

combinations include variations of the username such as 'username' or 

'username123' and passwords like '123456' or even 'password'. The results 

about the usernames used are almost the same like the ones in Cisco's research. 

 

2.4.1. Features of Kippo 

Kippo is implemented in python language.  As we mentioned above, Kippo 

basically emulates an SSH server on port 22 and logs all login attempts to that 

port. Whenever a login is successful, Kippo monitors all the input commands of 

the attacker and replies to these commands in order to convince the attacker 

that he interacts with a real system. A list of the available commands can be 

found in Kippo's directory.  

More specifically, the features of Kippo include: 

 a fake file system. The attacker can add or remove files with the 

appropriate command 

 Kippo saves files that have been downloaded by the attacker with the 

command wget, in a specific secured folder 

 Kippo gives the ability to the attacker to add fake file contents, using for 

example the cat command 

 provides fake output for some specific commands such as vi, useradd, etc.  

 tries to fool the attacker with some reactions to specific commands, for 

instance exit command does not work, which means that the attacker 

thinks that has disconnected but still can be monitored by Kippo. 

 all the sessions are recorded and can be easily replayed with the initial 

timestamps 

 all records are kept in an SQL database. 

 

2.4.2. Operation of Kippo 

Kippo records all the useful information in a log file but also in an SQL database. 

The main tables of the database include: 
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 authentication table, containing information about the login attempt, the  

timestamp of the attempt and also the usernames and passwords that 

have been used 

 client table, which contains information about the SSH client version that 

has been used 

 input table, with information about the input commands that have been 

entered. Also, in that table we have information about the session id, the 

timestamp and additionally if the command was successful or not 

 sessions table, containing information about the id of the connection, the 

duration and timestamp of the connection and the IP address of the 

attacker 

 sensors table providing information about the SSH server and the IP 

address of the host 

 finally, the ttylog table which, as mentioned above, contains information  

about how to replay sessions with the corresponding timestamps 

 

2.4.3. Installation and Configuration details of Kippo 

The installation of Kippo is quite easy if someone follows the instructions of the 

home page and installs the latest version of the software. In the configuration file 

of Kippo we can customize the honeypot according to our needs. We can edit the 

IP of the host if we want to change the default which is 0.0.0.0 and also the 

listening port which is by default 2222.  

Port 2222 is an alternate port and may be quite useful for testing purposes but as 

long as most SSH attacks are detected on port 22, this choice would reduce the 

number of recorded attempts. Thus, it is necessary to change the default port to 

22. To succeed this, we need root privileges to the system but this is not 

recommended due to security reasons. Instead, port redirection can be used as 

proposed in Kippo's home page or by using other existing solutions, such as 

authbind [33].  

In addition, in the configuration file we can change the name of the user in the 

interaction shell. By default, it is "sales", which is quite attractive to attackers. 

Furthermore, we can set the desired password for our server. By default, it is 

'123456' which as we have shown above, it is included in dictionary attacks and 

could guarantee a large number of successful logins. Besides that, Kippo creates a 

dedicated password database, where we can add more valid passwords. Also, 

some other configurations include the directories of important folders such as 
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the downloaded folder, a fake file system folder and password and input data 

storage folders. Finally, we can edit the credentials in order to connect Kippo log 

files with the SQL database. 
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3. Methodology 

 

In this chapter we present the methodology of our study. Firstly, we describe 

how the data collection was conducted and why this method was chosen. We 

analyze the particularities of the university network and emphasize on campus 

security threats. Furthermore, we delineate the reasons that led us to choose the 

specific honeypots we used for our implementation. The tools that have been 

used for our data analysis are described in the next section. Finally, we present 

the criteria upon which our data analysis was based. 

 

3.1. Data Collection 

 

At the beginning of our thesis project, in order to get to know better and test the 

functionality of the honeypot tools, we attempted to apply them into a real 

network environment. Therefore, we chose the network of one of the student 

accommodation premises in the city of Halmstad, Sweden. It soon became 

obvious that our honeypots should be deployed within a network ambient where 

the known restrictions of a firewall would not exist and the honeypots could be 

accessed by external networks.  

 

3.1.1. University Network Features and Security Threats 

The ideal environment for a deployment like that would be the DeMilitarized 

Zone (DMZ) of a network. Being one of the most powerful tools in the hands of 

the network security engineering community, the DMZ is basically an isolated 

network where services publically accessible can be placed and efficiently 

separated from other systems and services which need to be protected from the 

hostile outside world – most often the Internet - and are situated in the internal 

or, as it is also called, protected network [34]. Being situated in the DMZ, these 

services even if they get hacked they cannot harm the trusted network as they 

are completely separate from it [35].     

Therefore, the DMZ of a network would be the ideal environment for the 

deployment of our honeypots. Our next step would be to transfer our equipment 

and implementation into a real organizational network. After getting in touch 

with personnel from the IT Department at Halmstad University, Sweden, we 

were granted a number of public IP addresses in the DMZ of the university’s 

network, being directly accessed from external sources.   

Being a semi-secure network, the DMZ is not as hostile as the Internet itself as it 

is also protected by a firewall. After request, the IP department opened the ports 
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on which honeypots were listening for network traffic, making them directly 

accessible from the Internet. The only restriction concerned TCP port 25, the 

port used by the Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) for electronic mail 

exchange which remained closed for security reasons. 

The big number of users, in most cases unqualified and unaware of security 

issues and the plethora of servers and databases, make the university computer 

network an attractive target for attackers. A lot of interesting researches have 

been conducted regarding the security threats against campus computer 

networks. Most of these studies tried to create a general framework of the 

possible attacks. Authors in [36], [37] categorize the security threats into four 

main categories: program, identification, physical threats and system vulnerability. 

The first two categories include possible attacks due to automated programs 

such as worms and viruses, and password attacks respectively such as dictionary 

and brute force attacks.  The latter categories refer to physical threats, for 

instance insider attackers and system vulnerabilities.  

More researches related to our study, show important statistics about where 

exactly the attacks were destined. In [38], [39], results of the installed honeypots 

show that the most attractive to attackers port in the campus network was port 

135 used by client/server applications and other Windows NT/2K/XP software. 

Moreover, ports 139, 445 and 1433 used by MS-SQL server draw the attention of 

attackers. In addition, authors in [40] notice in their campus network port scan 

attacks as well as attacks against web servers at port 80. 

 

3.1.2. Honeypot selection 

One of the first important decisions we had to take, was the kind of honeypots 

we should use for our implementation. For a variety of reasons it was decided 

that low-interaction honeypots should be preferred over the high-interaction 

ones [16]. The possibility of a high-interaction honeypot getting totally 

compromised and allowing an attacker launch further attacks towards other 

systems within or outside the university network after having taken under 

complete control the honeypot system, was prohibiting for our plans. Instead, 

low-interaction honeypots by just simulating network services that cannot grant 

full control of them to the intruder was regarded as a wiser choice. Despite the 

fact that low-interaction honeypots are more limited than the high-interaction 

ones since they do not simulate all aspects of an operating system, they can give 

a great deal of useful information regarding network probes, worm activity, etc., 

without running the risk of infecting other systems. Finally, reasons like cost and 

ease of deployment and maintenance also played a significant role in our 

decision.  
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After taking the decision that low-interaction honeypots would be our choice for 

deployment at the university network, the next step taken has been to decide on 

which low-interaction honeypot software tools would be used for our 

implementation. The Honeynet Project [41] provides us with a complete list of 

the available honeypot software tools and services. As it can be seen, a plethora 

of low interaction honeypots has been developed and is available today. Since 

commercial honeypots were not in the scope of our study, our selection was 

focused on free open source low interaction honeypot services. Furthermore, 

due to the network environment of our experiment, the honeypots selected 

should successfully emulate the most vulnerable services and encompass the 

potential attacks a university campus network can face, as those were presented 

in the previous section. Below we highlight the features of the chosen honeypots 

that led us to our selection. 

Our first choice has been Honeyd. The Honeyd software tool with its ability to 

deceive networking fingerprinting tools used by attackers through simulating 

the network stack of a great range of existing operating systems, was a quite 

attractive solution for our implementation. 

Setting up a virtual honeypot, checking the log files and waiting for interesting 

traffic to emerge can be quite fascinating. However, waiting for probes and other 

relative network traffic directed to a single IP address can be quite time-

consuming compared to having at our disposal several IP addresses on which 

virtual hosts are monitored. This is exactly what Honeyd gave us the opportunity 

to accomplish.   

Some of the most interesting features of Honeyd on which we were based for our 

selection have been the following [42]: 

 Ability of simulating and monitoring a great range of different virtual 

hosts – different operating systems and services - on multiple IP 

addresses simultaneously. Attackers can interact at the same time with 

several virtual honeypots often located in solely one physical machine 

and be concurrently monitored. 

 

 Fingerprint matching mechanism simulating operating systems at the 

TCP/IP stack and altering output packets to match the specifications for 

the configured operating system. Network fingerprinting tools like Nmap 

are deceived and attackers are being tricked into believing that they 

interact with a real operating system. 

 
 Configuration of scripts imitating network services. Honeyd has the 

ability to interact with the attackers by loading the program specified for 
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a certain type of connection. This way, more can be learnt about attackers 

and the methods they use. 

 

 Ability to detect connections on any port. Scripts and emulated services 

are not a requirement for detection as their role is to contribute in 

gathering more information from the interaction with the attacker. This 

way, Honeyd is much simpler to deploy.  

 

 Ability of simulating both TCP and UDP services as well as 

comprehending and responding effectively to ICMP messages.  

As for the personalities simulated, they were chosen from a variety of different 

operating systems and devices ranging from networking devices like Cisco 

routers and switches to Linux, Windows and MAC OS X hosts and servers. The 

ports on which the virtual hosts would listen were selected among the ones most 

vulnerable and most attacked for every operating system (for the complete list of 

the personalities created and the ports on which they have been listening, see 

Chapter 4: Implementation).  

In addition, what we wanted for our implementation has been to install a 

honeypot dedicated to analyze malicious program activities as these programs 

were identified among the top security threats. For that purpose we chose 

Dionaea honeypot. Dionaea is considered as one of the best malware collectors 

the open source software has to offer. It mainly emulates an SMB server at port 

445 which is considered to be one of the most targeted ports. The latter can 

guarantee a large number of captured malware. Also, we have the opportunity to 

download and analyze copies of the malware and furthermore emulate other 

interesting from network security perspective services as it has been shown in 

the previous chapter.  

Our third choice for the honeypot implementation has been the Kippo honeypot 

software tool. The reason Kippo was chosen was based on the fact that we 

wanted to emulate an SSH server, common victim of network attacks. The 

features of Kippo were quite challenging, including the ability of the software to 

replay a real attack. Moreover, Kippos' database can give us important and useful 

information about the most commonly used usernames and passwords and also 

information about attackers’ activities and intentions. 

In the following Table (Table 1), a summary of the characteristics for each low 

interaction honeypot tool on which our selection was based is given: 
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Honeyd Dionaea 
 

Kippo 

 
 Open Source 
 Low risk 
 Easy to deploy and 

maintain 
 Ability to simulate 

and monitor 
different virtual 
hosts on multiple IP 
addresses 
simultaneously 

 Fingerprint ma- 
tching mechanism 
simulating opera- 
ting systems at the 
TCP/IP stack 

 Ability to deceive 
network 
fingerprinting tools 
such as Nmap 

 Configuration of 
scripts imitating 
network services 

 Ability of simulating 
TCP and UDP 
services as well as 
responding 
effectively to ICMP 
messages 
 

 
 Open Source 
 Low risk 
 Easy to deploy 

and maintain 
 Malware 

collector 
 Ability to analyze 

malicious 
program 
activities - top 
security threat 

 Emulation of 
SMB server at 
port 445  - one of 
the most 
targeted ports – 
and other 
vulnerable 
services 

 Opportunity to 
download and 
analyze copies of 
malware 

 
 Open Source 
 Low risk 
 Easy to deploy 

and maintain 
 Emulation of SSH 

server - common 
victim of network 
attacks 

 Keeping record 
of the usernames 
and passwords 
attempted 

 Ability to replay a 
real attack 

 

 

Table 1. Summary of the selected honeypots' characteristics 

  

By including the above three multi-featured honeypots within our 

implementation, we have been able to monitor the majority of the possible types 

of attacks and gain important statistics about them.  
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3.2. Data Analysis 

 

In the following, the tools used throughout our study to analyze the data 

collected are presented. We describe how the visualization tools for each 

honeypot along with the SQL-log files and the network packet analyzer tool have 

helped us collect the data of our experiment and generate useful statistics. 

 

3.2.1. Visualization Tools 

3.2.1.1. Honeyd-Viz 

 

Honeyd-Viz [43] is a really useful visualization tool that helped us deal with the 

demanding log files created by Honeyd.  Honeyd by default does not create an 

SQL database. For that reason, as Honeyd-Viz reads data from SQL we had to 

create a MySQL database. On Honeyd-Viz home page we can find detailed 

instructions on how to populate the database with Honeyds' log files along with 

installation steps for the software. The version we used was Honeyd-Viz.0.2, 

which generates 20 charts in total.   

With the available graphs we can view statistics about the number of 

connections targeted to each personality and the number of connections by port. 

In addition, we can view the number of connections by specific protocol. Other 

helpful charts include the number of connections per day and also connections 

by IP address and the corresponding country code. Besides that, Honeyd-Viz 

provides us with a list of the top 10 attackers IP, with detailed information about 

them such as country, city, region and graphical representation through Google 

maps. One more feature includes the opportunity to check if these IPs are 

blacklisted or not.  

 

3.2.1.2. DionaeaFR 

 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, Dionaea creates an SQL database from the 

log file containing all the valuable information. From this perspective, it is quite 

easy to read out and analyze all the captured data. Apart from the really useful 

SQLite scripts that will be explained later on, for our analysis we also used a 

visualization tool for Dionaea called DionaeaFR [44]. This helpful tool is written 

in Python and it can give us a great overview of Dionaeas' operation. Besides 

that, we can concentrate on specific attack statistics such as the number of 

attacks by port, attacks by service, etc.  
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In the main page of the software we can view a summary of our honeypot 

operation with statistics about the total number of connections, the number of 

downloaded malware and so on. Moreover, we can take a deeper look on a 

specific connection and all the relative information regarding attacker IP and 

country, operating system used, port attacked and possible attacker activity. 

DionaeaFR provides us also with statistics and graphs about the total number of 

connections per port and per service. Unfortunately, DionaeaFR graphs include 

data only for the last 7 days of the honeypot operation and not for the total 

running period. Finally, we can also view the attacker’s geographical 

information. 

 

3.2.1.3. Kippo-Graph 

 

In the case of the Kippo honeypot, we used a  powerful visualization tool called 

Kippo-Graph [45]. Kippo-Graph, as an open source software, keeps updating 

continously as new patches are added. In its home page the desired version can 

be downloaded. For our experiments we downloaded and installed version 0.7.5. 

Kippo-Graph demonstrates all the recorded data of Kippo's log files. It can 

provide helpful and more legible charts of Kippo’s data compared to SQLite 

queries, although in our analysis we combined the graphs of Kippo with some 

useful SQL data for a better view of Kippo’s operation.  One of the interesting 

features is the geographical information about the attackers, viewed with Google 

visualization technology. Moreover, interesting activities of the attackers can be 

viewed by means of the software.   

More specifically, Kippo-Graph is divided into three sections: Kippo-Graph, 

Kippo-Input and Kippo-Geo. 

Kippo-Graph can provide us with 25 different charts. The most interesting 

graphs among others contain information about the top 10 usernames and 

passwords used and the top 10 combinations of login credentials. Furthermore, 

we can view information about the number of successful logins per day and per 

week and the overall success ratio. Also, Kippo-Graph shows charts regarding 

the number of connections per IP address and number of probes per day/week. 

With these charts we can figure out easily a brute force attack, as we will see in 

following chapter. Moreover, Kippo provides us with information about the SSH 

clients that have been used. 

Kippo-Input includes statistics of attackers' activity such as detailed information  

about commands that have been entered as input to the honeypot, the number of 

commands per day/week, the top 10 successful/failed commands and other. 

Also, we can view a list of interesting commands, executed scripts and 
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downloaded files we can scan directly through third parties and moreover 

applications installed. 

Finally, the third section of the visualization software, Kippo-Geo, contains 

information about the attacker’s IP address, country, city and region. Besides 

that, we can check whether these IP addresses are blacklisted or not. 

Kippo-Graph cannot support data generation in real time, but this can be easily 

done in the homepage of the web interface of the software. 

 

3.2.2. SQL-Log files 

3.2.2.1. Honeyd SQL 

 

Honeyd, as we mentioned above, does not create an SQL database from the log 

files. We can achieve that by extracting the statistics of the log files and insert 

them to the database we create. Although the produced database is limited - it 

contains a single table connections - it can be useful in our analysis as an 

alternative tool. 

More specifically, the table connections contains information about the protocol 

used (TCP, UDP, ICMP), the destination IP and port and the source IP and port. 

Furthermore, the exact time of the connection attempt is given in form of 

timestamp. 

 

3.2.2.2. Dionaea SQL 

 

In the case of Dionaea, the SQL database can give us a detailed view of the 

operation of the honeypot. In the figure below, the SQLite database created by 

Dionaea and launched with SQLiteman is depicted. As we can see, Dionaea 

creates 26 different tables, including the connection table with information about 

the connection type, the connected port, source IP address and so on. Other 

interesting tables include the download table, with details about the downloaded 

files and the logins table containing login credentials used and recorded by 

Dionaea. Besides that, we can view detailed information about the MS-SQL or 

MySQL commands being used and statistics regarding the SIP protocol. The 

significance of the SQL database is that we can create simple query scripts in 

order to export all the desirable information. 
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Figure 5. Dionaea database- SQLiteman output  

 

 

3.2.2.3. Kippo SQL 

 

Kippo creates a MySQL database with all the recorded data. Thus the log files can 

be easily read and useful information can be extracted by making queries to that 

database.   

The following tables are available through Kippo’s database: 

 auth,  contains information about any connection attempt such as session 

id and timestamp, username and password used and whether this 

attempt were successful or not  

 clients, gives a list of the SSH clients software tools been used 

 input,  detailed information about the inputs used. More specifically 

session id, timestamp, the command used and also information if the 

command were successful or not 

 sensors, returns the IP of the Kippo hosts  

 sessions, this table contains the session id, the exact start time and end 

time of each session, which sensor captured this session, corresponding 

IP address of the attacker and the SSH client the attacker used 

 ttylog, shows all the required information for replaying an attack 
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3.2.3. Wireshark 

 

Wireshark is a free open-source software tool widely deployed as a network 

packet capturing tool. It bares this name since May 2006 as its original name was 

Ethereal. It can be used for network analysis, troubleshooting, communications 

software development as well as for educational purposes. It is a cross-platform 

software tool, very similar to tcpdump, which uses pcap to capture network 

packets and possesses a graphical user interface. It runs on a variety of operating 

systems such as Linux, MAC OS X, BSD and Microsoft Windows.  

Wireshark’s strong point is in effect its capability of understanding the structure 

of packets belonging to various network protocols and therefore displaying the 

content of different fields and the encapsulation details of very different 

networking protocols. This feature along with the integrated support for sorting 

and filtering network packets depending on various qualities and attributes, 

makes Wireshark a powerful and flexible tool for network traffic analysis [46]. 

As far as our research is concerned, Wireshark was mainly used with regard to 

our Honeyd implementation in combination with the visualization tool Honeyd-

Viz we used for visualizing our statistics. By applying filters, we were capable of 

sorting network packets in terms of network protocol, source and destination IP 

address, etc. and having a deeper insight on the specific network traffic in which 

we were interested. Wireshark was basically used in cases where the statistics 

generated by Honeyd-Viz demonstrated some peculiar behavior and a further 

analysis of the results was required. Moreover, it was used for analysis of the 

network traffic generated by external hosts that presented network behavior 

interesting to our research. 

 

 

3.3. Data Analysis criteria 

 

The above tools provide us with a variety of different criteria for our honeypot 

implementation. In order to analyze the results in a more accurate and 

structured way, we focused on specific criteria. In the Results & Analysis Chapter 

we will present the most interesting outputs of these tools and we will 

concentrate on the charts and tables that help us examine the operation of the 

honeypots and also give us a thorough summary of the attacks against our 

network. Given the nature and the time limitations of our experiment, we 

considered the most interesting and representative criteria to be the following: 
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 Connections per port and per service. Knowing the exact number of 

connections on each port, we can obtain useful statistics for the most 

commonly attacked ports. The same applies also for the most attacked 

services. Furthermore, we can evaluate the operation of our honeypots, 

especially Honeyd, comparing our results with the expected ones deriving 

from other researches. 

 

 Login credentials used. The recorded usernames and passwords 

attempted, such as those derived from Kippo operation, are really useful 

in order to be protected in the future against dictionary attacks.  

 

 Number of downloaded files and malware. This metric will show us the 

ability of honeypots like Dionaea to capture malware. As a next step the 

analysis of the downloaded files could give us a further insight of the 

attack pattern. 

 

 Information gathered about attackers. We must know as much as possible 

about the attacker: the IP address, the country of origin, the operating 

system and so on. In fact, this has been the main idea behind honeypots: 

to lure the attackers and gain information about them. 
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4. Implementation 

 

In this chapter, we give a detailed description of our honeypot implementation. 

Specifically, we demonstrate all the installation steps for our honeypots and 

describe all the necessary configurations and resources needed. 

For the scope of our implementation, we integrated all three honeypot software 

tools mentioned above into our honeypot architecture. Honeyd, Dionaea and 

Kippo honeypot tools constitute the functional core of our implementation. An 

overview of the implemented honeypot topology is demonstrated on the 

following page in Figure 6. 

Before putting our honeypots into action in the real university network 

environment, their functionality and realism was tested through the use of 

packet sniffing and fingerprinting tools. Those included the open source 

emulator PuTTY [47] which can be used as a client for SSH, Telnet or even raw 

TCP connections, Nmap [48] which is a security scanning tool detecting hosts 

and services and creating maps of networks as well as Wireshark [46], an open 

source network packet analyzer used for network analysis and troubleshooting. 

After conducting a variety of several tests including pinging, trecerouting, 

scanning and connection attempts, it was verified that our virtual hosts were 

perceived as real systems by those tools and corresponded with them as real 

hosts would have done. 

Our honeypots have been up and running for a period of approximately two 

weeks from 08/02/2013 up to 22/02/2013. From the first day of our honeypot 

deployment, we started receiving a great amount of network probes targeting 

our virtual hosts. Until the last day of our study, tens of thousands of network 

access attempts were recorded, constituting a solid ground for analyzing and 

assessing the results of our study.  
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Figure 6. Implemented Honeypot Architecture  
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Our experiment was conducted in a project room in our university where all the 

required equipment was provided. In our implemented topology, three physical 

machines were used, one for each of the three honeypot software tools used and 

an access layer switch, which gave access through the DMZ to the outside 

network. Our proposed honeypot implementation is a low cost solution in terms 

of physical resources needed and software/hardware requirements. Therefore, 

the physical machines we used were three Dell Latitude D630 laptops and a 

Cisco Catalyst 2960 Series switch. All laptops were running Ubuntu 12.04 LTS as 

operating system and were fully updated.  

In the following sections we give a detailed description of the installation and 

configuration steps of our honeypots. 

 

4.1. Honeyd Implementation 

 

Honeyd is a powerful and flexible Open Source software which can be installed 

and run under various operating systems such as Linux, Mac OS X, FreeBSD and 

Windows. However, the version of Honeyd for Windows does not support many 

of the advanced features that the Linux version offers. That said, for our 

implementation Honeyd was chosen to run under a Linux system and specifically 

under Linux Ubuntu version 12.0.4. 

The version of Honeyd installed for our implementation is the latest one 

(released on 2007/05/27), Honeyd 15.c package [49]. According to the official 

site of Honeyd’s creator, the next version is being currently developed.  

Before getting Honeyd up and running, it should be made sure that IP forwarding 

is disabled on the system hosting Honeyd, otherwise the host will attempt to 

forward any IP packets it will receive for its virtual honeypots leading potentially 

to packet duplications or even worse packet storms [1]. We disable IP 

forwarding with the following command: 

echo 0 > /proc/sys/net/ipv4/ip_forward 

 

Below, a part of the configuration file created for our implementation is shown 

where a virtual honeypot is configured appropriately to simulate a Microsoft 

Windows XP Professional SP1 operating system. For the complete configuration 

details of all the personalities that were deployed, see Appendix A. 

create windowsXP 

set windowsXP personality "Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP1" 

set windowsXP uptime 5981234 

set windowsXP default tcp action reset  

add windowsXP tcp port 21 open 
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add windowsXP tcp port 22 open 

add windowsXP tcp port 23 open 

add windowsXP tcp port 25 open 

add windowsXP tcp port 53 open 

add windowsXP tcp port 443 open 

add windowsXP tcp port 110 open 

add windowsXP tcp port 143 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts 

                               /win32/win2k/exchange-imap.sh" 

… 

 

add windowsXP tcp port 1433 open 

add windowsXP tcp port 80 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/web.sh" 

… 

 

add windowsXP udp port 4899 open 

add windowsXP tcp port 1080 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom1.pl   

                                -l /usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom" 

… 

 

add windowsXP tcp port 9898 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts 

       /cmdexexp.pl -p winxp -l /usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexexp" 

add windowsXP tcp port 9996 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts 

       /cmdexexp.pl -p winxp -l /usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexexp" 

add windowsXP tcp port 1234 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts 

                                /win32/win2k/msftp.sh" 

add windowsXP tcp port 5900 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts 

                                /win32/win2k/vnc.sh" 

set windowsXP ethernet "00:15:f5:08:9e:ab" 

bind 194.47.18.200 windowsXP 

Figure 7. Excerpt from our Honeyd configuration file depicting a Microsoft    
Windows XP Professional OS  

 

There were created eight different personalities including a router, a switch and 

a variety of different popular operating systems. The ports on which our 

honeypots were decided to listen, were chosen among the most vulnerable ones 

and most commonly attacked by adversaries. 

Table 2 below gives an overview of the configuration details of Honeyd regarding 

the personalities created to simulate hosts. For the complete table including the 

ports on which each personality is listening see Appendix B. 
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System Specifications Honeypot 
Software Tool 

Personalities 

Dell Latitude D610; 
Intel® Pentium (R) M 
processor 1.73 GHz; 
Memory: 993.2MiB; 
OS type: 32-bit; 
Linux, Ubuntu 12.04.1 LTS 

Honeyd version 
15.c 

Cisco 1200 access point (WAP) 
running IOS 12.2(8) 

Cisco Catalyst 4006 Switch 
running NmpSW 7.4(2) 

Microsoft Windows 98 SP2 
Microsoft Windows XP 

Professional SP1 
Microsoft Windows Server 

2003 Standard Edition 
Linux 1.0.9 

Linux 2.4.20 
Apple Mac OS 8.6 

 

Table 2. Overview of Honeyd configuration details 

    

Apart from just creating personalities and leaving ports open, scripts emulating 

various network services were bound to the corresponding ports of each 

personality in an attempt to learn more about the attackers and the methods 

they use. For the complete list of scripts emulating services on honeypots’ ports 

see Appendix C. 

 

4.2. Dionaea Implementation 

In our implementation we choose to install Dionaea on Ubuntu version 12.04 

LTS operating system. The operating system should be fully updated otherwise 

there might be compatibility issues with the installation of the recommended 

libraries.  

For our experiment, we did not make any great changes to the configuration file, 

as we have followed the installation instructions of the official home page and in 

most cases the default values were functional. The only modifications we did 

were to change the IP address on which Dionaea listens and also enable the p0f 

module, as it was disabled by default. Specifically, we made the following change: 

the listen mode from "getifaddrs" was changed to "manual" and the value of 

addrs from "::" to "0.0.0.0", 

listen = 

{ 

mode = "manual" 

addrs = { eth0 = ["0.0.0.0"] } 

} 
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After the configuration of Dionaea, we started the software with the following 

command: 

sudo /opt/Dionaea/bin/Dionaea -l warning -L '*' -p /opt/Dionaea/var/Dionaea.pid 

, since we wanted to launch Dionaea in the foreground. 

 

4.3. Kippo Implementation 

 

In our implementation of Kippo, we also chose Ubuntu version 12.04 LTS 

operating system. We installed all the required dependencies and also the latest 

version of Kippo software, which at the time of our experiment was Kippo-0.5. 

We modified the configuration file by changing the listening port to 22 from 

2222. As we mentioned above, due to security issues we had to create a non root 

user to run the Kippo but Ubuntu does not allow non root users to change the 

SSH port. To solve this, we followed one of the recommended ways, proposed in 

the official site, to install the autbind package. With the help of authbind, we 

created a non root user with privileges to change the network services. 

We also wanted to take advantage of the MySQL capabilities of Kippo. For that 

purpose, we created a MySQL database and we added all the information of the 

database in the specific area of the configuration file. 

Finally, we started the honeypot by issuing the command ./start.sh in Kippo's 

directory. 
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5. Results and Analysis 

 

This chapter presents the analysis and discussion of the results gathered from 

our study. The data derived from the three honeypot software tools deployed are 

presented and analyzed based on the tools discussed in the Methodology 

chapter. Results are evaluated to give answer to the questions posed in our 

study. As far as possible, the data gathered are visualized and displayed through 

charts and tables, in an attempt to make them as legible as possible.  

  

5.1. Honeyd Results Analysis 

 

In the following figure, part of the web interface of the visualization tool Honeyd-

Viz is shown. This tool was used to generate useful graphical statistics that 

helped us analyze the results gathered from our honeypot implementation. 

Along with Honeyd-Viz, Wireshark and the log files of the services emulated on 

the virtual honeypots were used for further analysis of the results.     

 

 

Figure 8. Part of the web interface of Honeyd-Viz visualization tool  

 

As it is shown in the following figures and as it was expected, the highest percent 

of connections are TCP protocol related. This is due to two reasons: First, the 
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most commonly hacked ports are the TCP ones where vulnerable popular 

services accessed via the Internet reside such as FTP, SSH, TELNET, SMTP, etc. 

Secondly, because of that reason the proportion of the TCP ports left deliberately 

open in our virtual honeypots’ configuration is much higher than that of the UDP 

ones, leading to a greater possibility for TCP connections.  The lowest percentage 

belongs to ICMP connections. Technically speaking, it wouldn’t be precise 

referring to them as real connections since ICMP packets are not supposed to 

establish connections but basically control them through status and error 

messages. 

 

Figure 9. Vertical bar chart displaying the distribution of incoming 
connections per protocol 

 

Figure 10. Statistics pie chart displaying the percentage of incoming 
connections per protocol 
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Now let’s take a closer look to the above mentioned connections by examining 

each one of the three protocol types. In the following figure, a vertical bar chart 

displays the top ten IP addresses to have established the highest number of TCP 

connections with our honeypots.  

 

Figure 11. Vertical bar chart displaying the top ten number of TCP 
connections per unique IP 

 

With the help of Wireshark, we can examine closer the behavior of the top IP 

address and have a deeper insight into the TCP connections it attempted to 

establish. As we can see from the following screenshot, most of the TCP 

connection attempts were addressed to destination TCP port 445, where the 

Microsoft-DS service for resource sharing on samba based connections resides. 

As we can see, all the virtual honeypots we configured were scanned one by one 

attempting to connect to port 445.   
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Figure 12. Screenshot from Wireshark depicting attempted TCP 
connections to port 445 

In the following figure, the vertical bar chart displays the Top 10 number of UDP 

connections per unique IP. As it becomes obvious also from this figure, UDP 

connections are far less compared to the TCP ones. From the chart, we can 

observe that the highest percent of UDP connections originates from an IP 

address that belongs to our local honeypot network. More specifically, this is the 

IP address of the system on which our Kippo honeypot software tool is running.  

 

 

Figure 13. Vertical bar chart displaying the top ten number of UDP 
connections per unique IP 
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Although this may seem peculiar at first, observing the Wireshark pcap file we 

can conclude that the UDP messages originating from the specific IP address are 

Multicast Domain Name System (MDNS) queries sent to the multicast IP address 

224.0.0.251. MDNS is used for detection of the hosts’ IP addresses in a local 

network in the absence of a central DNS server. The client sends IP multicast 

query messages over UDP to all the local hosts and in return they reply back 

sending their IP addresses. From this example, it becomes obvious that the 

virtual honeypots operate like real hosts in the local network receiving the query 

messages on the multicast address [50].    

 

Figure 14. Screenshot from Wireshark depicting the UDP packets 
originating from the Kippo honeypot 

 

Another interesting detail from the vertical bar chart is the UDP connections 

originating from IP address 0.0.0.0. As we can see from the following screenshot, 

these packets are part of the Bootsrap Protocol and Dynamic Host Configuration 

Protocol (DHCP) which can be seen as an extension of the latter one. When a 

system is bootstrapping, it sends an Ethernet broadcast to IP address 

255.255.255.255 on destination port 67 – where DNS servers are listening – 

containing among other its MAC address and expecting a response with the 

newly acquired IP address and other useful information. The source IP address 

of those UDP requests is 0.0.0.0 as the clients have not got yet their own IP 

address [51], [52]. 
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Figure 15. Screenshot from Wireshark depicting the UDP packets 
originating from IP address 0.0.0.0 

 

The rest of the IP addresses that originated UDP connections to our virtual 

honeypots belong to external to our LAN systems. The external source IP address 

generating the highest number of attempts has probed a range of ports for UDP 

connections like the soundsvirtual port 17185, the SSDP port 1900 (Simple 

Service Discovery Protocol), MDNS port 5353, SNMP port 161 (Simple Network 

Management Protocol), netbios-ns port 137 and others. The following screenshot 

is an instance of the Wireshark pcap file for the UDP connections originating 

from the particular system, depicting connections to SSDP and NBNS ports. 
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Figure 16. Wireshark pcap file instance depicting connection attempts to 
UDP ports originating from an external system  

 

The last type of connections examined is the ICMP protocol related. As explained 

earlier, the Internet Control Message Protocol is used by systems connected to 

networks for sending error and status messages regarding connections rather 

than for exchanging actual data between hosts. The following figure displays the 

Top 10 IP addresses with the most ICMP connections to our honeypots. 

 

Figure 17. Vertical bar chart depicting the Top 10 number of ICMP 
connections per unique IP 
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After examining the statistics deriving from the type of connections by protocol 

that were attempted to our virtual honeypots, it would be rather interesting to 

examine in total the connections received by Honeyd in respect to the originating 

IP addresses, number of connection attempts per unique IP address, countries or 

regions of origin, number of connections per country and the conclusions we can 

draw from these data. The statistics included in the following figures summarize 

the above mentioned information both in vertical bar and statistics pie charts in 

an easily perceived way. 

 

Figure 18. Vertical bar chart depicting the number of connections per 
unique IP address for the Top 10 countries along with their codes 

 

 

Figure 19. Statistics pie chart depicting the percentages of connections per 
unique IP address for the Top 10 countries along with their codes 
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The following table displays the top 10 IP addresses connected to the virtual 

honeypots of our Honeyd system ordered by volume of connections and 

accompanied by geo-location and other useful information. 

 

Figure 20. Table displaying the top 10 IP addresses connected to the 
Honeyd system sorted by the number of connections 

 

As we can observe from the above detailed figures and table, half of the 

connection attempts targetting our virtual honeypots were launched from 

regions in People’s Republic of China, if we also include Hong Kong. However, the 

IP address with the highest number of connection attempts to our Honeyd 

system originates from Istanbul, Turkey with approximately 2795 probes. We 

have earlier shown that the same IP address from Turkey also accounts for the 

highest number of TCP connections. Following Turkey, in the second position 

comes the Russian Federation with approximately 1028 probes originating from  

an IP address which is blacklisted for malicious activity in seven lists. In the third 

place comes an IP address from region Shaanxi of China with approximately 800 

probes whereas at the fourth place comes Sweden with the specific IP address 

also blacklisted in two lists. From the remaining entries in the table, apart from 

China, IP addresses of interest due to the country of origin are Mexico which is 

blacklisted in five lists and Dallas in the USA which is blacklisted in one list [53].  

In total, out of the Top 10 IP addresses having attempted to connect to the 

Honeyd system, six of them are blacklisted in one or several lists. The DNS 

Blacklist (DNSB) is practically a database including the IP addresses of servers 

initiating malicious activities over the Internet such as mail servers generating 

large volumes of spams or other Internet servers from where network attacks 

are launched [54], [55]. 
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Below, the following statistics pie chart shows the percentages of the 

connections attempted in total based on the country from which they originated.  

 

 

Figure 21. Statistcs pie chart depicting the number of connections per 
country and their percent 

 

Comparing to the research based on intrusion detections logs by DShield [56] for 

the year 2012 and the resulting map which follows, the United States is the 

number one country when it comes to malicious network activities with 1 out of 

5 hacks originating from the US. The two following countries are the Russian 

Federation and China which have seen the highest increase in hacking attempts 

over the last year. All three countries were also observed in our experiment 

results. The limited time of our experiment – approximately two weeks – could 

not allow for more accurate data regarding the countries of origin for the 

connection attempts. 
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Figure 22. Map showing the Top 10 countries of hack origin for the year 
2012 according to the research conducted by DShield [53] 

 

A very interesting aspect of our experiment is the frequency with which the 

network ports are probed by external hosts. More specifically, we would be 

extremely interested in acknowledging which are these ports that accept the 

most connection attempts. Knowing which are these ports is crucial as it can help 

network administrators in applying rules on firewalls and other network 

security related systems, restricting access to the services residing on these 

ports. Hackers are quite aware of the vunerabiltites of specific ports and these 

become their first targets in their attempt to break into a system. The following 

figure shows the number of connections by destination port, practically 

demonstrating which were the most targetted ports during the period of our 

Honeyd deployment. It is important to mention that the following statistics do 

not necessarily mean that there has been actual successful access but they are 

mainly based on unauthorized attempts. 
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Figure 23. Statistics pie chart depicting the percentage of connections by 
destination port 

 

As we can see, the majority of the network ports probed are tcp ones, with a 

couple of udp ports following and the icmp “port” 8.  

To be techincally accurate, what should be perceived by “8/icmp” is not the 

actual port 8 but rather the ICMP Type 8 Echo (ping) request, since no port is 

required for ping icmp packets [57]. The main security-related issue having to do 

with the ICMP Echo protocol (usually referred to as “ping”), is the ping flood 

which is practically a Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack where the target-victim is 

overwhelmed by a large volume of ICMP Echo ping requests. The main 

functionality of “ping” is that of scanning and testing the reachability of a system, 

learning which hosts are up and running in a network. 

As we can observe, the most probed port is tcp port 445. The service running on 

this port is Microsoft-DS which is used for resource sharing on Windows and 

other samba based connections [58]. In general, TCP port 445 is one of the most 

commonly attacked ports, being an easy target for hackers who are searching for 

unsecure resource shares on Windows systems.  

In the following, a TCP port 445 capture is demonstrated showing the attempt 

for executing a worm on the Windows 98 personality configured. A computer 

worm is an executable program that replicates itself infecting systems across a 

network where security holes exist. Computer worms have been known as early 

as 1988 and their main difference from computer viruses is the fact that they do 

not need any kind of human intervention to propagate [59]. Hexadecimal 

encoding is a very frequent tactic used by attackers in their attempt to make 

their requests be overlooked by the existing Intrusion Detection Systems [60].  
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On this port, a Perl script is running, emulating a DOS command prompt, 

basically a Windows shell backdoor as the ones usually used by worms. 

2013-02-12 13:59:42 +0100: cmdexe98.pl[25404]: connection from 

83.249.238.227:65381 to 194.47.18.199:445 

 

00 00 00 A4 FF 53 4D 42 |.....SMB| 

72 00 00 00 00 08 01 40 |r......@| 

00 00 00 00 00 00 00 00 |........| 

00 00 00 00 00 00 40 06 |......@.| 

00 00 01 00 00 81 00 02 |........| 

50 43 20 4E 45 54 57 4F |PC NETWO| 

52 4B 20 50 52 4F 47 52 |RK PROGR| 

41 4D 20 31 2E 30 00 02 |AM 1.0..| 

4D 49 43 52 4F 53 4F 46 |MICROSOF| 

54 20 4E 45 54 57 4F 52 |T NETWOR| 

4B 53 20 31 2E 30 33 00 |KS 1.03.| 

02 4D 49 43 52 4F 53 4F |.MICROSO| 

46 54 20 4E 45 54 57 4F |FT NETWO| 

52 4B 53 20 33 2E 30 00 |RKS 3.0.| 

02 4C 41 4E 4D 41 4E 31 |.LANMAN1| 

2E 30 00 02 4C 4D 31 2E |.0..LM1.| 

32 58 30 30 32 00 02 53 |2X002..S| 

61 6D 62 61 00 02 4E 54 |amba..NT| 

20 4C 41 4E 4D 41 4E 20 | LANMAN | 

31 2E 30 00 02 4E 54 20 |1.0..NT | 

4C 4D 20 30 2E 31 32 00 |LM 0.12.| 

 

2013-02-12 13:59:47 +0100: cmdexe98.pl[25404]: forced exit of 

cmdexe98.pl (eg, ^C in a connection)  

Figure 24. TCP port 445 capture of a worm on Windows 98 virtual host 

 

Following in the list is the well-known port 23 which is assigned to the Telnet 

daemon. Telnet is a first class means for intruders to gain unauthorized access to 

a computer system. From the log files of the shell script emulating a telnet 

service on this port, the most common combinations of username and password 

used when probed by the emulated service, included the words root and admin.  

TCP port 22 which is listed lower constitutes the secure alternative to Telnet and 

other insecure remote connection protocols. Secure Shell (SSH) is an encrypted 

network protocol offering confidentiality and integrity of data and creating a 

secure channel over insecure networks like the Internet. The greatest security 

risk regarding SSH is the case when an adversary manages to log in as the 

system’s administrator. This can be achieved via brute force attack especially 

when the password is easy to guess.  

The third most attacked port has been TCP port 135. The Remote Procedure Call 

(RPC) port 135 is used for client – server applications like Exchange Servers and 
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other Windows operating system software [61]. In the following excerpt, our 

virtual honeypot is being attacked by the W32.Blaster.F.Worm, also known as 

W32/Lovsan.worm.f, which was discovered in September 2012 [62]. W32 

Blaster Worm is a worm that uses TCP port 135 taking advantage of the DCOM 

RPC vulnerability. Remote access gets granted by the worm to the target system 

through TCP port 4444 and then it spreads via TCP port 135.  

As we see, it tries to download the enbiei.exe executable file into the System32 

folder and then attempts to execute it. Although not CPU intensive, enbiei.exe is 

considered to be a dangerous process posing a security risk and it should be 

removed from a system when detected.  

 
2013-02-21 10:58:46 +0100: cmdexe98.pl[5099]: connection from 

78.222.240.11:1114 to 194.47.18.199:4444 

2013-02-21 10:58:46 +0100: cmdexe98.pl[5099]: cmd: tftp -i 

192.168.0.45 GET enbiei.exe  

2013-02-21 10:58:46 +0100: cmdexe98.pl[5099]: cmd: start 

enbiei.exe  

2013-02-21 10:58:48 +0100: cmdexe98.pl[5099]: cmd: enbiei.exe  

2013-02-21 10:58:50 +0100: cmdexe98.pl[5099]: forced exit of 

cmdexe.pl (eg, ^C in a connection) 

 

Figure 25. TCP port capture of the Blaster worm 

 

The next most probed port has been TCP port 3389, on which RDP is listening. 

The Remote Desktop Protocol is proprietary and developed by Microsoft 

allowing for connection to another system running also RPD, over a network 

connection with the help of a graphical interface. Some of its security issues 

include man-in-the-middle attacks and vulnerability to computer worms and 

unauthorized access.  

In the list of the most probed ports, the following ports are also included: TCP 

port 1433, a Microsoft SQL Server port allowing for remote access to databases, 

TCP port 5900 used for Virtual Network Computing (VNC), a graphical desktop 

sharing system allowing for remote control on another system, and TCP port 443 

which is the default port used by Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS).    

The UDP ports included in the most accessed ports are port 5060 and port 5353. 

The UDP port 5060 is by default associated with the Session Initiation Protocol 

(SIP) supporting sessions involving streaming video, voice calls, instant 

messaging application, Voice over IP (VoIP) and even online gaming [63]. The 

UDP port 5353 is used by various protocols, with the most renowned to be 

multicast DNS which is used in many applications [64].   
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TCP port 80 is the port used by default by the Hyper Text Transfer Protocol 

(HTTP) on Web servers. It is on this port that the servers are listening for any 

Web traffic from clients. TCP Port 80 constitutes one of the most frequent target 

ports for hackers and there is a variety of attacks and worms to which Web 

servers are vulnerable. Different shell scripts were introduced on port 80 of the 

various personalities configured emulating vulnerable Apache, IIS and other 

simple Web servers to make the scenario look more realistic and trick the 

adversaries into believing that they interact with a real Web server. Their 

activity was also logged and some excerpts from the log files are presented 

below.  

 "GET / HTTP/1.0 
Host: 194.47.18.202 

Authorization:Negotiate 

YIIQegYGKwYBBQUCoIIQbjCCEGqhghBmI4IQYgOCBAEAQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQU

FBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFB

QUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQU

FBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFB

QUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQU

FBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFB

QUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQU

FBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFB

QUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQU

FBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFB

QUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQU

FBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFBQUFB

QUFBQ … 

Figure 26. Example of a buffer overflow attack 

 

The above excerpt of the log file shows the attacker’s attempt to send a high 

volume of strings in order to test for a buffer overflow. The reason for this 

practice is that a potential buffer overflow could give the attacker the 

opportunity for remote command execution. Unusual huge requests of that form 

on a Web service usually signify an attacker’s buffer overflow attempt [57]. 

 --MARK--, 
"Tue Feb 12 17:43:59 CET 2013","apache/HTTP", 

"GET /nice%20ports%2C/Tri%6Eity.txt%2ebak HTTP/1.0 

--ENDMARK— 

Figure 27. Example of a service detection probe 

 

In the above excerpt, after connecting, the attacker issues a GET request asking 

for an object that could not possibly exist. This tactic is quite usual as depending 
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on the respond the attackers will get, they can assume a lot about the web 

services running [65]. After not getting any response back – as our system is 

virtual – the attacker exits the service. 

"--MARK--,"Sat Feb 16 02:12:28 CET 

2013","apache/HTTP","","",,, 

"GET /w00tw00t.at.ISC.SANS.DFind:) HTTP/1.1 

GET /w00tw00t.at.ISC.SANS.DFind:) HTTP/1.1 

GET /w00tw00t.at.ISC.SANS.DFind:) HTTP/1.1 

… 

GET /user/soapCaller.bs HTTP/1.1 

GET /user/soapCaller.bs HTTP/1.1 

GET /user/soapCaller.bs HTTP/1.1 

Accept: */* 

Accept: */* 

Accept: */* 

Accept-Language: en-us 

Accept-Language: en-us 

Accept-Language: en-us 

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 

User-Agent: Morfeus … Scanner 

User-Agent: Morfeus … Scanner 

User-Agent: Morfeus … Scanner 

Host: 194.47.18.203 

Host: 194.47.18.204 

Host: 194.47.18.202 

Connection: Close 

Connection: Close 

Connection: Close 

", 

--ENDMARK-- 

 

Figure 28. Reconnaissance attack launched from Morfeus Scanner 

 

Similar to the previous one, the above figure illustrates the attempts of Morfeus 

Scanner towards our honeypots. This software is used in order to scan for Web 

servers. Its main purpose is to launch reconnaissance attacks and when Web 

servers are found, to scan for any vulnerability [66].  

 
"--MARK--,"Thu Feb 21 11:50:07 CET 

2013","apache/HTTP","","",,, 

"GET /w00tw00t.at.blackhats.romanian.anti-sec:) HTTP/1.1 

GET /w00tw00t.at.blackhats.romanian.anti-sec:) HTTP/1.1 

GET /w00tw00t.at.blackhats.romanian.anti-sec:) HTTP/1.1 

… 

GET /phpMyAdmin/scripts/setup.php HTTP/1.1 

… 

GET /pma/scripts/setup.php HTTP/1.1 

… 
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Accept: */* 

Accept: */* 

Accept: */* 

Accept-Language: en-us 

Accept-Language: en-us 

Accept-Language: en-us 

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 

Accept-Encoding: gzip, deflate 

User-Agent: ZmEu 

User-Agent: ZmEu 

User-Agent: ZmEu 

Host: 194.47.18.204 

Host: 194.47.18.203 

Host: 194.47.18.202 

Connection: Close 

Connection: Close 

Connection: Close 

", 

--ENDMARK-- 

 

Figure 29. Activity of the ZmEu User Agent captured in the Apache Web 
server’s log file 

In the final excerpt abstracted from the Apache Web service’s log file, the activity 

of ZmEu is illustrated on port 80. ZmEu is an attack script created by a team of 

Romanian hackers and named after “ZmEu”, a Romanian mythological creature. 

What ZmEu does in effect is to search for vulnerabilities in common interest 

directories like /phpMyAdmin/, insecure setup scripts and other web 

applications, that will grant the attacker access to a valuable resource of our 

system such as databases, etc [67].  

Despite the limited time of our honeypot deployment, we can see that our 

statistics regarding the top attacked ports are quite similar to the ones expected 

according to researches that have been carried out and the figure with the most 

attacked ports shown in Chapter 2 (Figure 3), as the first three positions belong 

to the same ports and the remaining ones are, with a few exceptions, almost 

identical. 

Finally, the last statistics given are those concerning the number of connections 

per destination IP. The following statistics pie and vertical bar chart practically 

display which were the IP addresses that were mostly attacked and the 

percentage of connections by IP address.  
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Figure 30. Percent of connections by destination IP address 

 

 

Figure 31. Number of connections per destination IP address 

 

 

In the following table, the different virtual personalities created in Honeyd are 

depicted, sorted by the number of connections each virtual host accepted. 
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Personality Number of Connections 
Apple Mac OS 8.6 4095 

Microsoft Windows Server 2003 Standard Edition 3896 
Microsoft Windows 98 SP2 3569 

Microsoft Windows XP Professional SP1 3448 
Linux 2.4.20 3434 
Linux 1.0.9 3337 

Cisco 1200 access point (WAP) running IOS 12.2(8) 3309 
Cisco Catalyst 4006 Switch running NmpSW 7.4(2) 3244 
 

Table 3. Ranking of the Honeyd personalities based on the number of 
connections 
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5.2. Dionaea Results Analysis 

 
In the following screenshot, the home page of DionaeaFR is depicted, with the 

summary of Dionaea operation. For our implementation, the total number of 

connections was 13.595 and from 431 different IP's. Dionaea captured 8 

malware from 5 different URLs, but as we did not choose to send these malware 

to third parties, these malware were not analyzed and thus not known, as shown 

below. Moreover, the home page provides us with information about the 

connections and IPs by country.  

 

  

Figure 32. DionaeaFR home page 

 

DionaeaFR provides us also with important information about the connections. A 

screenshot of the visualized data is depicted in Figure 33. We can view in detail 

all the connections that we accepted. Furthermore, by clicking on a specific 

connection id we can take a deeper look in connection details. For instance, in 

Figure 34, we can view the connection with id 13573. In that example, Dionaea 

accepted a TCP connection on port 1433 at MS-SQL service. The attacker tried to 

connect with username 'sa' and blank password as it is shown in login area.  

DionaeaFR give us a detailed description of the attacker’s IP address, distance 

and also the MS-SQL fingerprint. We can have the same detailed information on 

every connection. 
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Figure 33. List of connections 

 

 

Figure 34. Detail information about connection 13573 

 

The above figures provide us with information about all the recorded by Dionaea 

data, which means that all three kinds of connection (accept, reject, connect) 

were calculated. It is interesting for our analysis to take a look on the 'accept' or 
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'connect' only connections which for simplicity are referred to as valid 

connections. For that purpose we deleted from the SQLite database the ‘reject’ 

connections before we visualize our data with DionaeaFR. In the figure below we 

can view the results. 

 

 

Figure 35. Dionaea overview of ‘accept’ and ‘connect’ connections 

So far, the data Dionaea gathered were pretty enough, in contrast to the brief 

experiment period:  almost 1.600 valid connections from 144 unique IPs and 

moreover 8 downloadable malware (Figure 36), which will be further analyzed 

in next section. 

In that time we can take a deeper look on the graphs provided by DionaeaFR to 

detect exactly what has happened during this period.  

For a better and more clear view of the results, in the following figures we 

display the graphs of DionaeaFR, both with all types of connections and with 

exclusively valid connections ( accept , connect ). 

Figure 36. Downloaded MD5 sum 
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More specifically in figure 37 the number of connections per service is depicted 

on the top graph and the number of connections per port on the second graph for 

the last 7 days.  Figure 37 is a summary of all the connections Dionaea recorded 

at that period. As we can see, MS-SQL and port 1433 were at the top of connected 

attempts, followed by MySQL service on port 3306. Ports 135 and 445 attracted 

approximately 200 connections these 7 days. As we mentioned above, pcap 

service keeps information about the rejected connections. That is the reason it is 

listed on the top of connected services. 

Figure 38 represents the connections by services and ports for the valid 

connections, for the last seven days. In that figure, by removing the rejected 

connections we can view all the ports on which Dionaea listens. 

Our results until now were in contrast with the expected ones from our 

theoretical analysis on chapter 2. As researches have shown, port 445 was 

expected to be on the top of our attacked ports. In fact, due to time limitations of 

our experiment, it was expected not to have exactly the same results as other 

longer duration studies. Furthermore, DionaeaFR shows statistics for the last 

seven days, which further reduces the duration of our study. 

In the next section where we used queries to SQLite database, we can see a total 

summary of what happened exactly. 
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Figure 37. Connections by services and by ports, including all connections 
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Figure 38. Connections by services and ports  (‘accept’, ‘connect’ only) 

 

DionaeaFR provides us also with information about the attacker’s country and IP 

address. This is done through the maps section and is depicted in figures 39 and 

40, where we can see the attacker’s position presented by dot and the attacker’s 

country respectively. Moreover in figure 40, the most active countries are 

presented with darker purple color. As it was expected, most of the attacks were 

from Asia but Dionaea faced a great number of attacks also from America, 

specifically Brazil. 
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Figure 39. Map with attackers’ position 

 

 

 

Figure 40. Most active countries 
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In this section, we will retrieve useful information directly from Dionaea's log 

file, by querying the SQL database. For our analysis we used scripts provided by 

Dionaea home page.  The visualization tool of the previous section, could not give 

us a total overview of the attacked ports, as we could only see the results of the 

last seven days.  For that information we have queried the SQL database and the 

results are shown in figure 41. Most attacked port has been port 1433 with a 

hitcount of 686 accepted connections, followed by port 3306 (MySQL service) 

and port 135 with 169 accepted connections.   

 

Figure 41. Most attacked ports 

 

Obviously from the last figure, we can see that attackers show interest on the 

SQL databases. Ports 1433 and 3306 accepted approximately 2/3 of the total 

valid connections. In the following figures we can take a deeper look on the 

attackers’ statistics on these ports. 

It is interesting to know if these attacks originated from different or the same 

attacker. Thus we query the database and display the results in Figure 42. As we 

can see, we faced 15 unique attacks. The attacker with IP 177.43.184.179 made 

the majority of the total attacks. 

 

Figure 42. Number of attacks by IP and timestamp 
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Figure 43 presents the usernames and passwords that have been used by 

attackers to log in. That data represent all the login attempts on both databases, 

MySQL and MS-SQL. Username 'root' was on the top with almost 150 attempts, 

while all the attackers used blank password which is depicted as 1 in the figure.  

 

Figure 43. Login attempts recorded by Dionaea 

 

We will continue our data analysis by checking the downloaded malware. In the 

figure below we made different queries on SQL database, in order to gain 

information about the URL from which we had offers for downloads, how many 

times Dionaea was offered to download a specific malware and also the IPs of the 

attackers and the md5 hash of the downloaded malware. Besides that, Dionaea 

stores the downloaded malware in a specific folder where it can be retrieved 

from and analyzed. 

We analyzed all the MD5 hashes Dionaea downloaded, through the Virustotal 

search engine [68] and we summarize the results in a table (see Appendix D). For 

each downloaded copy we used the definition of six well known anti-viruses.  

Furthermore, we made a search of the IPs Dionaea recorded, to see if they are 

blacklisted or not. For that purpose we used the search engine [69], which 

checks for blacklisted IPs in 80 DNS anti-spam databases.  

The results show that all of the addresses below were blacklisted, some of them 

being reported by more than 10 anti-spam databases. 
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Figure 44. Downloaded MD5 hashes 

 

Finally we will end our analysis by presenting all the information that has been 

gathered by the p0f module.  Although p0f cannot be considered accurate as most 

operating systems and devices are updated, it can still reveal helpful statistics 

about the attackers’ operating systems. In the following figure we can view in 

detail the p0f results.  

 

Figure 45. Attackers' operating systems 
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5.3. Kippo Results Analysis 

 
In the figure below, part of the Kippo-Graph web interface of our Kippo honeypot 

implementation is depicted. In this figure we can have an overview of the events 

that have taken place in these two weeks of testing. The total login attempts 

against our honeypot SSH server were 8363 from 47 different IPs.  We faced the 

first attack few hours after the installation of the honeypot and as we can see 

even the last day of our experiment, attacks were still occurring. It is really useful 

to examine the number of the logins with regard to the different IPs, as due to 

brute force attacks the total number of login attempts is tricky. As we will see 

later on our analysis of Kippo results, Kippo-Graph provides helpful graphs to 

detect such kind of attacks. 

 

 

Figure 46. Overview of Kippo results 

 

The overall success login ratio is shown in Figure 47. From the total of 8363 login 

attempts (Figure 46), only 38 were successful, which means that the attacker 

found the correct username and password. The majority - 8325 login attempts - 

were unsuccessful. So far by viewing these two figures, one possible question 

could be why although we put a vulnerable to dictionary attacks login account, 

the successful attempts were below 0.5%. 
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Figure 47. Overall success ratio 

 

In the following Figures 48, 49 the total number of probes and the successful 

attempts per day respectively against our SSH server, are presented. In addition, 

Kippo-Graph provides us with the same information per week (Figure 50). The 

latter could be useful for long term experiments.   

In Figure 48 specifically we can see the rapid fluctuation of the graph on the 15th 

of February which is probably caused by a dictionary attack. Also on the 18th, 

19th and 20th we faced a big number of probes, approximately 1000 per day. 

Moreover, successful logins where increased those days as it was expected due 

to the large number of probes which led probably to finding the login details. It is 

interesting at that point to take a look from which IPs these attacks originated. 

Thus we can have a more thorough view of what exactly happened. 

Figure 48. Probes per day 
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Figure 49. Successful logins per day 

 

 

Figure 50. Probes per week 

 

Figure 51 demonstrates the 10 most active attackers’ IP. As we can see, half of 

the total login attempts were generated by the same attacker. Figure 52 depicts 

the same statistics in a pie graph and moreover the country codes for the 

corresponding IPs.  In addition, we show in Figure 53 the IPs that logged 

successfully more than once in our SSH server.  

The attacker with IP 1.45.28.36 is not shown on the top 20 IPs of Figure 53 and 

neither has been recorded in Kippo’s log files. To check that, we query the SQL 

database of Kippo, find all the session id for that attacker and we query the auth 
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table for that id. We have used the following script to extract the desired output 

from the database: 

-> SELECT * FROM auth WHERE session IN 

                                             ( 

                                    SELECT id FROM sessions WHERE ip ='1.45.28.36' 

                                             ) ; 

The query above shows us all the information about the login attempts launched 

by the attacker with IP address 1.45.28.36 and as a matter of fact none of the 

4.152 attempts was successful.  

Following that we made the same query for the next IP address in Figure 51 with 

the 1047 total attempts. The output was rather strange as the attacker despite 

finding the correct username and password on the first approximately 110 

attempts, continued the dictionary attack. On the other hand, the attacker with IP 

address 172.163.134.19 had 3 successful logins (Figure 53) out of 3 login 

attempts in total.   

Running this script and comparing the charts provided by Kippo-Graph we can 

gain useful information about how brute force attacks work, the dictionaries 

being used and also attacker’s intentions.  

The latter results give us a first answer to our former question, as 69 % of the 

total logins, were attempted from two IPs and moreover only one was successful. 

From these graphs we can also output the interest that the first two IPs on figure 

53 showed about the SSH server as they logged three times. After our analysis on 

the usernames and passwords used, we can view with the help of Kippo-Graph 

the activities of the attackers. 
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Figure 51. Number of connections per unique IP 

 

 

Figure 52. Number of connections per unique IP with country codes 
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Figure 53. Top 20 successful logins from same IP 

In this section we will analyze the login credentials that have been used in the 

attacks against our honeypot.  In the following Figures 54 and 55, the top 10 

usernames and passwords attempted are demonstrated. As it was expected from 

our theoretical analysis on SSH attacks, username root was the most commonly 

used by the attackers, while the rest of the usernames are slightly different. Of 

course due to time limitations, our experiments are not comparable with 

researches of months. In Figure 55, the passwords used are almost the same as it 

was expected, i.e. variations of 'password' and '123456' among the top used. 

Kippo-Graph also provides us with statistics about the top 10 username and 

password combinations that Kippo recorded. We give two charts on Figures 56, 

57, where in the first we can see the numbers of the combinations used and also 

the percentages in form of pie graph (Figure 57). 

 

Figure 54. Top 10 usernames attempted 
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Figure 55. Top 10 passwords attempted 

 

 

 

Figure 56. Top 10 username-password combinations 
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Figure 57. Top 10 username-password combinations -pie graph 

 

As we mentioned above, Kippo gives us the opportunity to replay through tty log 

files all the attacks that have occurred. It is fascinating to view how a real attack 

happens but it would not been useful if we did not have an overview of the 

commands used and the activities of all the attackers in general. The second 

section of Kippo-Graph gives us this particular information. The following figure 

presents statistics about the interaction with the attackers that successfully login 

to our honeypot. More specifically in the 38 instances that someone logged in 

successfully (Figure 47), the total number of commands typed was 109 and 

Kippo was forced to download 5 files. Figure 59 displays the wget commands 

that guide through the download and the corresponding downloaded files.  

Kippo-Graph, as we can see on this figure, gives us the possibility to scan the 

files. We can upload the downloaded files in a multi-engine antivirus scanner 

[70], where they can be scanned and print out the results. For instance, Figure 60 

presents part of the results for the downloaded file boti.gz.  It is shown that the 

file was reported as infected by 7 of the 14 antivirus engines. Also we can view 

the description that each antivirus gives regarding the malware. In addition, we 

check also the other files of Figure 59. The attackers try to download those files, 

including one additional infected file m-webmin.jpg, a service pack for windows 

2000 and also a static test file which tests the speed of our connection [71]. 

Furthermore in our case, attackers executed a script which is depicted in Figure 

59. The attacker downloaded and installed the application screen and then tried 

to run the script. Screen is a known application which, among its other features, 

can assist the user into having more than one login to the server. 

We will analyze further the downloaded files and the script, by checking the log 

files and also by replaying the attack with tty log files, so we can have a deeper 
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view of what the attacker wanted to succeed. In the next figure (Figure 61), we 

can view a list of other interesting commands that the attackers used and in 

addition a list with the apt-get commands. 

 

 

Figure 58. Summary of interaction activity 

 

 

Figure 59. Downloaded files and executed scripts 
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Figure 60. Scan downloaded file output 

 

Figure 61. List of interesting commands 
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Two more interesting charts are shown on Figures 62 and 63. The first figure 

shows us the number of commands per day while the latter shows the most used 

commands by the attackers. Command - w, on the top of this list, shows who is 

logged on the system and his activity. In addition, command uname gives 

information about the operating system, kernel version, etc. In our case, uname 

with flag -a, gives all the possible system information. 

 

 

Figure 62. Human activity busiest days 

 

 

 

Figure 63. Top 10 input commands 
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Below, we will describe an interesting attack that Kippo recorded and we 

replayed using the Kippos' tty log files. Initially the attacker wanted to exploit 

our system by using the commands w and cat /etc/issue. Following that, he 

downloaded and installed the screen application and tried to create a new user 

with the command adduser. Attacker could not create successfully a user, so he 

tried to edit the file /etc/passwd which contains information about the users. For 

that reason, he installed the applications vim and nano as there were not 

installed.  Kippo shows that the applications were successfully installed. Attacker 

tried different methods like updating the packages, as Kippo responded with 

errors to nano or vi commands. Eventually, after all these unsuccessful 

commands, attacker typed rm -rf/* to delete all files and exit the system.  

Finally, Kippo-Graph provides us with statistics of the SSH-client software tools 

that have been used (Figure 64) and also a useful table with the top 10 IP 

addresses connected to our honeypot. Figure 65 demonstrates this table where 

detailed information about the attackers' geographical position is given and 

furthermore we can check directly if the IP is blacklisted or not, by clicking the 

links on lookup area.  The majority of the IPs that attacked us were reported as 

blacklisted and as we can see most of them came from China. 

 

Figure 64. SSH clients used 
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Figure 65. Attackers IP addresses and geographical information 
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6. Conclusions 

 

In our study we examined an extensive security mechanism for the network of 

our university campus, based on low interaction honeypots. In order to capture 

different types of attacks against our network and monitor efficiently the 

attackers’ activities, we deployed three different open source honeypot software 

tools. The selection of the appropriate software tools was determined by a 

variety of factors. Our primary goal has been to detect and record the malicious 

activities targeting the university network in an attempt to obtain as much 

information as possible about the attackers, the methods they use to break into 

systems and the vulnerabilities of the university campus network. The behavior 

and reaction of our honeypots to these attacks, the overall data gathered and the 

range of attacks being detected allowed us a thorough insight into the 

significance of our security mechanism. 

Our first choice has been Honeyd, a powerful honeypot tool that allowed us to 

implement a plethora of virtual operating systems in the most effective and low 

cost way. The different personalities deployed by Honeyd in combination with 

the ports that were left open and the emulated services, were chosen carefully in 

order to draw the attention of the attackers. One of the most common types of 

attack against campus networks, indicated by related research, has to do with 

malware. For this reason, our second choice has been the Dionaea honeypot tool, 

a malware collector. Setting up Dionaea in our implementation increased the 

possibilities of detecting and capturing attacks in addition to giving the 

opportunity for downloading copies of the malware detected. This feature is of 

great significance as we have been capable of analyzing in a safe environment the 

purpose of the malware. Kippo has been our third honeypot choice. Kippo proved 

to be a great statistical tool regarding the login credentials attempted. 

Furthermore, Kippo provided us with useful information about the attackers’ 

intentions through the input commands entered.  

For our data analysis, we focused on the results of visualization tools specialized 

for each honeypot tool used. In addition, the log files generated by the honeypots 

and the corresponding databases were also utilized. The visualization tools used 

have been Honeyd-Viz for Honeyd and DionaeaFR along with Kippo-Graph for 

Dionaea and Kippo respectively.  

We have set up our experiment for a two-week period. All our honeypots have 

been accessible from outside, as public IP addresses were assigned to each of 

them and were allocated in the DeMilitarized Zone (DMZ) of the campus 

infrastructure. The results have been quite impressive given the short duration 

of our experiment.  
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Specifically, we were able to:  

 Identify the most vulnerable network services and ports within the 

university campus network infrastructure. The most targeted port proved 

to be port 445, as it attracted more than 20% of the total connection 

attempts, followed by port 135. Attackers attempted to gain access to our 

network through SSH and Telnet to a great extent, as ports 22, 23 were 

also among the top targeted. As it was expected, attackers showed also 

interest in our emulated database services such as MS-SQL and MySQL. 

 

 Capture and identify different kinds of attacks against our network. A 

variety of different types of attacks was recorded. Among other, our 

honeypots faced port scanning attacks, dictionary and brute force attacks 

as well as malware attacks. Some of the most exciting results of our study 

concerned attacks launched by individuals. A plethora of such records 

was collected, thus we were able to see the steps that attackers follow to 

launch an attack. 

 

 Download malicious files and copies of malware. Our honeypots recorded 

various malware attacks, especially originating from worms and trojans. 

Our malware collector downloaded 8 different copies of malware but also 

a variety of other files were captured, analyzed and proved to be infected. 

 

 Record valuable information about the attackers. The honeypots gathered 

important information about the attackers’ IP addresses, the countries of 

origin and other. The majority of those IP addresses were reported as 

blacklisted. As expected, Russian Federation and People’s Republic of 

China along with other countries like the USA were among the top sources 

of connection attempts. 

 

Concluding, honeypots proved to be a great security mechanism. The variety of 

the valuable data collected can greatly assist in strengthening the security 

policies within the university campus network. In a nutshell, virtual honeypots, 

no matter how time and effort consuming they can be to set up and put into 

action, constitute a first class means of gaining deep knowledge of network 

forensics in a real-world but at the same time low-risk ambient.  
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Appendix A 

 

create default 

 set default default tcp action block 

 set default default udp action block 

 set default default icmp action block 

 

 

create router 

 set router personality "Cisco 1200 access point (WAP) running 

IOS 12.2(8)" 

 set router uptime 3940123 

 set router default tcp action reset  

 add router tcp port 22 open 

 add router tcp port 23 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/router-

telnet.pl" 

 

 set router ethernet "00:15:c5:02:8c:12" 

 #dhcp router on eth0 

 bind 194.47.18.197 router 

 

 

create switch 

 set switch personality "Cisco Catalyst 4006 Switch running 

NmpSW 7.4(2)" 

 set switch uptime 9401532 

 set switch default tcp action reset  

 add switch tcp port 22 open 

 add switch tcp port 23 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/router-

telnet.pl" 

 

 set switch ethernet "00:15:c5:02:9c:1f" 

 #dhcp switch on eth0 

 bind 194.47.18.198 switch 

 

 

create windows98 

 set windows98 personality "Microsoft Windows 98 SP2" 

 set windows98 uptime 3940123 

 set windows98 default tcp action reset  

 add windows98 tcp port 21 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 22 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 23 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 25 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 53 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 443 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 110 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-pop3.sh" 

 add windows98 tcp port 119 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-nntp.sh" 

 add windows98 tcp port 135 open 

 add windows98 udp port 136 open 

 add windows98 udp port 137 open 

 add windows98 udp port 138 open 
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 add windows98 tcp port 139 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 1433 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 80 open 

 add windows98 udp port 53 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 389 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/ldap.sh" 

 add windows98 udp port 1434 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 901 open 

 add windows98 udp port 1026 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 1026 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 1900 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 5000 open 

 add windows98 udp port 3389 open 

 add windows98 udp port 4899 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 1080 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom1.pl -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom" 

 add windows98 tcp port 10080 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom1.pl -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom" 

 add windows98 tcp port 8080 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 3128 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 3410 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 8866 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 17300 open 

 add windows98 tcp port 4444 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98.pl -p win98 -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98" 

 add windows98 tcp port 5554 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98.pl -p win98 -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98" 

 add windows98 tcp port 9996 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98.pl -p win98 -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98" 

 add windows98 tcp port 8967 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98.pl -p win98 -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98" 

 add windows98 tcp port 5900 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/vnc.sh" 

 

 set windows98 ethernet "00:15:c3:22:9e:a8" 

 #dhcp windows98 on eth0 

 bind 194.47.18.199 windows98 

 

 

create windowsXP 

 set windowsXP personality "Microsoft Windows XP Professional 

SP1" 

 set windowsXP uptime 5981234 

 set windowsXP default tcp action reset  

 add windowsXP tcp port 21 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 22 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 23 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 25 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 53 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 443 open 
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 add windowsXP tcp port 110 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 119 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-nntp.sh" 

 add windowsXP tcp port 135 open 

 add windowsXP udp port 136 open 

 add windowsXP udp port 137 open 

 add windowsXP udp port 138 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 139 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 143 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-imap.sh" 

 add windowsXP tcp port 1433 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 80 "/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/web.sh" 

 add windowsXP udp port 53 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 389 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/ldap.sh" 

 add windowsXP udp port 1434 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 901 open 

 add windowsXP udp port 1026 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 1026 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 1900 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 5000 open 

 add windowsXP udp port 3389 open 

 add windowsXP udp port 4899 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 1080 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom1.pl -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom" 

 add windowsXP tcp port 10080 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom1.pl -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom" 

 add windowsXP tcp port 8080 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 3128 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 3410 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 8866 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 17300 open 

 add windowsXP tcp port 5554 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexexp.pl -p winxp -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexexp" 

 add windowsXP tcp port 9898 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexexp.pl -p winxp -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexexp" 

 add windowsXP tcp port 9996 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexexp.pl -p winxp -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexexp" 

 add windowsXP tcp port 1234 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/msftp.sh" 

 add windowsXP tcp port 5900 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/vnc.sh" 

 

 set windowsXP ethernet "00:15:f5:08:9e:ab" 

 #dhcp windowsXP on eth0 

 bind 194.47.18.200 windowsXP 

 

 

create winserver 

 set winserver personality "Microsoft Windows Server 2003 

Standard Edition" 
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 set winserver uptime 290438 

 set winserver default tcp action reset 

 set winserver default udp action reset  

 add winserver tcp port 21 open 

 add winserver tcp port 22 open 

 add winserver tcp port 23 open 

 add winserver tcp port 25 open 

 add winserver tcp port 53 open 

 add winserver tcp port 443 open 

 add winserver tcp port 110 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-pop3.sh" 

 add winserver tcp port 119 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-nntp.sh" 

 add winserver tcp port 135 open 

 add winserver udp port 136 open 

 add winserver udp port 137 open 

 add winserver udp port 138 open 

 add winserver tcp port 139 open 

 add winserver tcp port 143 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-imap.sh" 

 add winserver tcp port 1433 open 

 add winserver tcp port 80 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/iis.sh" 

 add winserver udp port 53 open 

 add winserver udp port 1434 open 

 add winserver tcp port 389 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/ldap.sh" 

 add winserver tcp port 901 open 

 add winserver udp port 1026 open 

 add winserver tcp port 1026 open 

 add winserver tcp port 1900 open 

 add winserver tcp port 5000 open 

 add winserver udp port 3389 open 

 add winserver udp port 4899 open 

 add winserver tcp port 1080 open 

 add winserver tcp port 3127 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom1.pl -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom" 

 add winserver tcp port 3128 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom1.pl -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom" 

 add winserver tcp port 8080 open 

 add winserver tcp port 3410 open 

 add winserver tcp port 8866 open 

 add winserver tcp port 17300 open 

 add winserver tcp port 4444 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe2003.pl -p win2003 -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe2003" 

 add winserver tcp port 8967 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe2003.pl -p win2003 -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe2003" 

 add winserver tcp port 9898 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe2003.pl -p win2003 -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe2003" 
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 add winserver tcp port 20168 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe2003.pl -p win2003 -l 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe2003" 

 add winserver tcp port 1234 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/msftp.sh" 

 add winserver tcp port 5900 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/vnc.sh" 

 

 set winserver ethernet "00:17:95:02:94:ac" 

 #dhcp winserver on eth0 

 bind 194.47.18.201 winserver 

 

 

create Linux1 

 set Linux1 personality "Linux 1.0.9" 

 set Linux1 uptime 2903245 

 set Linux1 default tcp action reset 

 set Linux1 default udp action reset  

 add Linux1 tcp port 21 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/ftp.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 22 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/SSH.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 23 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/telnetd.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 25 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 53 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 143 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/cyrus-imapd.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 443 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 389 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 465 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 515 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/lpd.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 990 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/proftpd.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 993 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 2086 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 9080 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 110 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/general/pop/pop3.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 135 open 

 add Linux1 udp port 136 open 

 add Linux1 udp port 137 open 

 add Linux1 udp port 138 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 139 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 587 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/sendmail.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 1433 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 80 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/apache.sh" 

 add Linux1 udp port 53 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 113 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/ident.sh" 

 add Linux1 udp port 1434 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 901 open 

 add Linux1 udp port 1026 open 
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 add Linux1 tcp port 1026 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 1900 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 5000 open 

 add Linux1 udp port 3389 open 

 add Linux1 udp port 4899 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 1080 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 8080 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/apache.sh" 

 add Linux1 tcp port 3128 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 3410 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 8866 open 

 add Linux1 tcp port 17300 open 

 

 set Linux1 ethernet "00:56:c3:02:8e:ad" 

 #dhcp Linux1 on eth0 

 bind 194.47.18.202 Linux1 

 

 

create Linux2 

 set Linux2 personality "Linux 2.4.20" 

 set Linux2 uptime 8712309 

 set Linux2 default tcp action reset  

 set Linux2 default udp action reset 

 add Linux2 tcp port 21 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/ftp.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 22 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/SSH.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 23 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/telnetd.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 25 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 53 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 79 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/fingerd.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 143 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/cyrus-imapd.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 443 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 389 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 465 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 587 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/sendmail.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 990 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/proftpd.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 993 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 2086 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 9080 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 110 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/general/pop/emulate-pop3.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 135 open 

 add Linux2 udp port 136 open 

 add Linux2 udp port 137 open 

 add Linux2 udp port 138 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 139 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 1433 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 80 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/apache.sh" 

 add Linux2 udp port 53 open 
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 add Linux2 udp port 1434 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 901 open 

 add Linux2 udp port 1026 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 1026 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 1900 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 5000 open 

 add Linux2 udp port 3389 open 

 add Linux2 udp port 4899 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 1080 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 8080 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/apache.sh" 

 add Linux2 tcp port 3128 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 3410 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 8866 open 

 add Linux2 tcp port 17300 open 

 

 

 set Linux2 ethernet "00:18:05:7a:9e:ae" 

 #dhcp Linux2 on eth0 

 bind 194.47.18.203 Linux1 

 

 

create Mac1 

 set Mac1 personality "Apple Mac OS 8.6" 

 set Mac1 uptime 4344090 

 set Mac1 default tcp action reset  

 set Mac1 default udp action reset 

 add Mac1 tcp port 21 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/ftp.sh" 

 add Mac1 tcp port 22 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/SSH.sh" 

 add Mac1 tcp port 23 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/telnetd.sh" 

 add Mac1 tcp port 25 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 53 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 79 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/fingerd.sh" 

 add Mac1 tcp port 143 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 443 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 389 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 465 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 990 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/proftpd.sh" 

 add Mac1 tcp port 993 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 2086 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 9080 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 110 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/qpop.sh" 

 add Mac1 tcp port 113 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/ident.sh" 

 add Mac1 tcp port 135 open 

 add Mac1 udp port 136 open 

 add Mac1 udp port 137 open 

 add Mac1 udp port 138 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 139 open 
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 add Mac1 tcp port 515 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/lpd.sh" 

 add Mac1 tcp port 1433 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 80 

"/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/apache.sh" 

 add Mac1 udp port 53 open 

 add Mac1 udp port 1434 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 901 open 

 add Mac1 udp port 1026 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 1026 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 1900 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 5000 open 

 add Mac1 udp port 3389 open 

 add Mac1 udp port 4899 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 1080 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 8080 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 3128 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 3410 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 8866 open 

 add Mac1 tcp port 17300 open 

 

 

 set Mac1 ethernet "00:27:67:02:81:af" 

 #dhcp Mac1 on eth0 

 bind 194.47.18.204 Mac1 
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Appendix B 

 

System 
Specifications 

Honeypot 
Software 
Tool 

Personalities Ports 

Dell Latitude 
D610; 
Intel® Pentium 
(R) M processor 
1.73 GHz; 
Memory: 
993.2MiB; 
OS type: 32-bit; 
Linux, Ubuntu 
12.04.1 LTS 

Honeyd 
version 

15.c 

Cisco 1200 
access point 

(WAP) running 
IOS 12.2(8) 

TCP:22,23 

Cisco Catalyst 
4006 Switch 

running NmpSW 
7.4(2) 

TCP:22,23 

Microsoft 
Windows 98 SP2 

TCP: 21-23, 25, 53, 443, 
110, 119, 135, 139, 1433, 
80, 389, 901, 1026, 1900, 
5000, 1080, 10080, 8080, 
3128, 3410, 8866, 17300, 
4444, 5554, 9996, 8967, 
5900; 
UDP: 136-138, 53, 1434, 
1026, 3389, 4899 

Microsoft 
Windows XP 

Professional SP1 

TCP: 21-23, 25, 53, 443, 
110, 119, 135, 139, 143, 
1433, 80, 389, 901, 1026, 
1900, 5000, 1080, 10080, 
8080, 3128, 3410, 8866, 
17300, 5554, 9898, 9996, 
1234, 5900; 
UDP: 136-138, 53, 1434, 
1026, 3389, 4899 

Microsoft 
Windows Server 
2003 Standard 

Edition 

TCP: 21-23, 25, 53, 443, 
110, 119, 135, 139, 143, 
1433, 80, 389, 901, 1026, 
1900, 5000, 1080, 3127, 
3128, 8080, 3410, 8866, 
17300, 4444, 8967, 9898, 
20168, 1234, 5900; 
UDP: 136-138, 53, 1434, 
1026, 3389, 4899 

Linux 1.0.9 TCP: 21-23, 25, 53, 443, 
465, 515, 990, 993, 2086, 
9080, 587, 110, 113, 119, 
135, 139, 143, 1433, 1434, 
901, 1026, 80, 389, 901, 
1026, 1900, 5000, 1080, 
3128, 8080, 3410, 8866, 
17300; 
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UDP: 136-138, 53, 1434, 
1026, 3389, 4899 

Linux 2.4.20 TCP: 21-23, 25, 53, 79, 443, 
465, 515, 990, 993, 2086, 
9080, 587, 110, 113, 119, 
135, 139, 143, 1433, 1434, 
901, 1026, 80, 389, 901, 
1026, 1900, 5000, 1080, 
3128, 8080, 3410, 8866, 
17300; 
UDP: 136-138, 53, 1434, 
1026, 3389, 4899 

Apple Mac OS 8.6 TCP: 21-23, 25, 53, 79, 443, 
465, 515, 990, 993, 2086, 
9080, 587, 110, 113, 119, 
135, 139, 143, 1433, 1434, 
901, 1026, 80, 389, 901, 
1026, 1900, 5000, 1080, 
3128, 8080, 3410, 8866, 
17300; 
UDP: 136-138, 53, 1434, 
1026, 3389, 4899 
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Appendix C 

 

Scripts emulating network services on honeypots’ ports Brief 
description 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/router-telnet.pl Emulates a 
Cisco Telnet 

login 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/mydoom1.pl Emulates the 

backdoor 
installed by the 
Mydoom virus 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/cmdexe98.pl Emulates a 
simple 

Windows shell 
backdoor used 

by many worms 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/web.sh Emulates a very 

simple web 
service 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-pop3.sh Emulates a POP 
server 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-nntp.sh Emulates a 
simple NNTP 

server 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/vnc.sh Emulates a VNC 

server 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/exchange-imap.sh Emulates a 

Microsoft 
Exchange 2000 
IMAP4 server 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/ldap.sh Emulates an 
LDAP server 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/msftp.sh Emulates a 
Microsoft FTP 

Service 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/win32/win2k/iis.sh Emulates a 

vulnerable IIS 
webserver 

usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/general/pop/pop3.sh Emulates a Unix 
POP server 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/ftp.sh Emulates an 
interactive WU-

FTP server 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/SSH.sh Emulates an 

OpenSSHservice 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/telnetd.sh Emulates a 

Telnet service 
for SuSE Linux 
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8.0 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/cyrus-
imapd.sh 

Emulates a 
Cyrus IMAP4 

server 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/lpd.sh Emulates LDP 

service 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/proftpd.sh Emulates a 

ProFTPD Server 
(SuSE) 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/sendmail.sh Emulates a 
UNIX Sendmail 

server 
/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/apache.sh Emulates an 

Apach server 
(Unix) 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/ident.sh Emulates 
IDENT service 

/usr/share/Honeyd/scripts/unix/linux/suse8.0/fingerd.sh Emulates Finger 
daemon 
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Appendix D 

 

Md5 hash Avast AVG BitDefe
nder 

Kaspersk
y 

McAfee Microso
ft 

1f8a826b2ae9
4daa78f6542a
d4ef173b 

Win3
2:Rbo
t-GNZ 
[Trj] 

IRC/Bac
kDoor.S
dBot4.RJ
W 

Backdoo
r.SDbot.
DFNQ 

Backdoor.
Win32.Rb
ot.aftu 

W32/Sd
bot.wor
m.gen.x 

Backdoo
r:Win32
/Rbot 

30edf62eec7d
cbc4688a7fe6
18077dad 

Win3
2:Mal
ware-
gen 

Worm/
Generic
3.BJX 

Trojan.G
eneric.K
D.84379
8 

Worm.Wi
n32.Ham
weq.pc 

PWS-
Zbot-
FAJZ 

Worm:
Win32/
Hamwe
q.A 

4d56562a601
9c05c592b968
1e9ca2737 

Win3
2:Troj
an-
gen 

BackDoo
r.Generi
c15.CME
Q 

Gen:Vari
ant.Graft
or.5423
5 

Trojan.Wi
n32.Geno
me.ahpxd 

Generic 
BackDoo
r!fdf 

Worm:
Win32/
Networ
m.A 

c5306102e44
9f83fcdc12a02
5eb59333 

Win3
2:Van
bot-
DF 
[Trj] 

BackDoo
r.RBot.I
H 

Backdoo
r.Agent.
ZJI 

Backdoor.
Win32.Va
nBot.cx 

Generic 
BackDoo
r 

Backdoo
r:Win32
/Rbot 

eb9905189a7
3ffd0cdadc76c
d75fe9ac 

Win3
2:Salit
y 

BackDoo
r.RBot.I
H 

Backdoo
r.Agent.
ZJI 

Virus.Win
32.Virut.a
v 

W32/Vir
ut.gen.a 

Backdoo
r:Win32
/Rbot 

ad7a6105590c
e45b53520cfc
1e4a0b65 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

 
- 

0092eae69b45
8ccf4c641debc
8ba23b0 

Win3
2:Dow
nload
er-
SOC 
[Trj] 

Dropper
.Generic
7.BOJC 

Trojan.G
eneric.K
DV.8640
00 

Backdoor.
Win32.Az
breg.qni 

PWS-
Zbot-
FALF!00
92EAE69
B45 

Trojan:
Win32/I
rcbrute 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


